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PREFACE

I am asked to write some words introducing this

volume, and do so with the greatest pleasure.

When the articles on which it is based appeared

in a little-known periodical, I read them with deep

interest, and hoped to see the substance of them

put forth in a more compact and accessible form.

This is done in the following pages, which deserve

study by all who love English poetry. No such

comprehensive attempt to analyse all the different

factors whose interaction produces the complex

structure of our verse has been made, to my
knowledge, by any previous prosodist.

The author's catholicity is shown by the list of

writers, belonging to very different schools, whom
he accounts as predecessors. A conception of metre

which adopts what is best in the work of these

several writers must spread its net very wide.

Yet this eclecticism does not lead to vagueness,

and if anyone thinks that consideration of the

vii



viii ENGLISH POESY

mere form of verse must be either loosely un-

scientific or repulsively technical, these pages

should teach otherwise. They teach also with

no uncertain voice the great truth that rhythm is

essentially a matter of temporal succession, that

silences as well as sounds form part of the pattern,

and that no analysis which restricts itself to

counting syllables or stresses can deal adequately

with the facts of English verse.

It need not be assumed that I agree with every

statement made in the following exposition. The
u fair field full of fighting folk," as Prof. Saints-

bury calls English Prosody, sees few alliances

which are total and unreserved. Some points

in Dr Winslow Hall's teaching seem to me more

justly expressed, more thoroughly worked out,

than others. Particularly, I should wish to guard

against being held to endorse all that is said in

the final chapter about Whitman's technique.

Undoubtedly many of his lines are full of music,

while two or three of his pieces are frankly

metrical; but there are pages on pages where I

can detect no semblance of metre, and throughout

his work I miss that continuous rhythm which is
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the hall-mark of English verse. This is saying

merely what Whitman himself said, that he

deliberately discards accustomed measures ; if he

gained something by doing so, as I quite think

he did, he also lost something. A congeries of

lines, each in itself rhythmical, but sharing no

common movement with its neighbours, cannot

produce the effect of a poem like "Paradise

Lost," though it may produce fine effects of a

different kind. From this conclusion 1 do not

imagine Dr Winslow Hall will dissent, but in his

text he seems somewhat inclined to remain

satisfied with independent scansion of individual

lines. Yet great verse is not a mere collection

of heterogeneous fragments; it is a whole, of

which each line is a related member.

With only some trifling reservations of this

kind, I heartily commend this treatise to the

consideration of readers who are interested in the

technical aspects of English verse.

T. S. OMOND.
14 Calverley Park,

Tunbridge Wells,

April 191 1.
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NOTE

The bulk of this booklet appeared in the

monthly magazine, Brotherhood^ between July

1909 and June 1910 inclusive, under the title of

" The Science of English Poesy."
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SHAKSPERE'S THIRTIETH SONNET

i . When to the sessions of sweet silent thought

2. I summon up remembrance of things past,

3. I sigh the lack of many a thing I sought,

4. And with old woes new wail my dear time's waste

5. Then can I drown an eye unused to flow,

6. For precious friends hid in death's dateless night,

7. And weep afresh love's long since cancelled woe,

8. And moan the expense of many a vanished sight

:

9. Then can I grieve at grievances foregone,

10. And heavily from woe to woe tell o'er

1 1

.

The sad account of fore-bemoaned moan,

12. Which I new pay as if not paid before.

13. But if the while I think on thee, dear friend,

14. All losses are restored and sorrows end.

xiv



FOREWORDS

Back to the Poets !

Every science must be founded on facts. And

the science of English Poesy has for its factual

basis nothing less than the whole godsend of

known English poetry. The laws of that science,

therefore, ought to be gained : first, by carefully

studying its poematic facts, then by classifying

them, then by singling-out their similarities and

differences, then by further grouping and abstract-

ing these, until, through long and repeated and

laborious induction, the latent general principles

can be luminously defined.

In our present sketch of the Science of English

Poesy no more than an indication of this method

will be possible. The author, having previously,

by some such studious process, arrived at the

general principle that "rhythm within rhythm"
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is the fundamental secret of English Poesy, will use

this general principle deductively to inspire a new,

but much smaller, inductive research; and, that

the resulting science may be seen to be no futile

frivolity, he will show that, step by step, an Art

of English Poesy may be based on it. First, a

typical English poem will be analysed, and the

rules that govern its similarities and dissimilarities

will be formulated. Then a recomposition of its

analysed elements will be attempted, and the pro-

visional rules will be shown to be a valuable

poesial implement. Next, this poesial implement

will be further tested by comparative trials upon

other forms of English verse. Lastly, the sug-

gestion will emerge that an experimental use of

the knowledge gained in this inquiry may lead to

further developments in poesial art.

English prosody has been studied for centuries,

yet only of late years have metrists faced the fact

that those prosodial rules and terms which are

applicable to Greek and Latin verse are not applic-

able to English verse. Indeed, the long-continued

attempt to gauge our English verse by Greek

standards has obscured and rendered unattractive
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a really charming study—the study of English

poesy. We are now realizing not only that

English verse-forms are among the finest in the

world, but also that English verse has methods

and effects peculiar to itself; and that, for the just

appreciation of these, a purely English system of

prosody is essential. Thanks mainly to the labours

of four pioneers—Mr Kobert Bridges, Mr T. S.

Omond, Mr Mark H. Liddell, and the late Prof.

Fleeming Jenkin—it is now possible to construct a

prosodial system which is peculiarly English. The

system, hereinafter expounded and exemplified, is

made up of elements drawn from many various

investigators, but chiefly from the gifted four just

mentioned. Readers who desire exact history

are referred to Mr Omond's masterly " English

Metrists," a book which seems to lack nothing but

an exposition of its author's own penetrant and

clarifying work. Those who desire a wealth

of bewitching excerpts are referred to Guest's

11 English Rhythms" and to Prof. Saintsbury's

u History of English Prosody."

But, above all things, readers are advised to use

their own ears. Let them read aloud, recite aloud,
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and sing aloud the masterpieces of English poesy.

These, and these alone, must be at once the source

and the test of all our prosodic systems. Needed

still, and especially needed in this connection, are

the familiar old words, He that hath an ear, let

him hear.

BOOKS RECOMMENDED
" Milton's Prosody," by Robert Bridges. The Clarendon

Press, Oxford, 1901.

" A Study of Metre," by T. S. Omond. Grant Richards,

London, 1903.

" Introduction to the Study of Poetry," by Mark H. Liddell.

Grant Richards, London, 1902.

" Papers, Literary, etc.," by Fleeming Jenkin. Longmans,

London, 1887.

" English Metrists," by T. S. Omond. Oxford University

Press, 1907.
M History of English Rhythms," by Edwin Guest. G. Bell

& Sons, London, 1882.

" History of English Prosody," by George Saintsbury. Mac-

millan, London, 1906-10.



II

THE NATURE OF POESY

Emotional Convection

Considering those art-works which are currently-

received as poems, an inquirer may distinguish

many diverse aspects of poetry. Among them

there is, first, mere sensuous pleasure of the ear, a

delight in melodious jingle for its own sake. Nur-

sery Rimes furnish many an instance ; for example,

"Sing a Song of Sixpence'' is perennially charm-

ful. Secondly, the meaning of a poem may be an

element in its attractiveness. We can delight in

the narrated story, as in the case of " The Lady

of the Lake " ; or in the mere fun of the thing,

as in most of " The Bab Ballads " ; or in the in-

tellectual teaching, as in the " De Rerum Natura "

of Lucretius ; or in the moral teaching, as in Pope's

" Essay on Man "
; or in the spiritual teaching, as

in the "Paradiso" of Dante. Further, poetical
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technique is a source of pleasure ; examples of it

are vocal in every true poem; and the "Ars

Poetica " of Horace alone proves that this pleasure

is keen enough to inspire good verse. Again, the

building-plan of a poem is always deeply interest-

ing. For example, when one realizes that in

"King Lear" the catastrophe occurs in the first

few lines, and that the rest of the play works out

the problem by means of six different plots which

are intertwined to form one harmonious whole, the

drama becomes even more profoundly impressive

than before. Yet again, the word-picturing of a

poem may call up in our minds images of such

beauty as is to be observed in the material

universe ; and no better illustrations of this power

are to be found than in the early poetry of

Tennyson. But the true poem has a more subtle

and mysterious power than even this ; it gives us

a suggestion of the Infinite, an apprehension of

Perfection, a sense of Beauty behind, above, and

beyond, all appearances. Walt Whitman's chant,

called " Out of the Cradle Endlessly Rocking," is

an example of such a poem.

All these aspects of poetry are well worth con-
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sideration. To me the fourth and the sixth

appear to be the noblest and most worthy of

study. But all people are not equally sensitive

to every form of poetic appeal. Many like the

sensuous jingle of verse. Fewer are affected by

the word-pictures. Still fewer feel the infinite

suggestion. Again, most people try to get at the

meaning of a poem when they read it. Few can

appreciate the triumphs of technique. Still fewer

grasp the ground-plan, or architectonics. Now,

the three purely aesthetic pleasures are, probably,

not capable of being taught : a man can either

delight in syllabic melody, in word-pictures, in

suggestion of the Infinite, or he can not : in the

latter case no teaching can give him the faculty he

lacks. But the three intellectual pleasures can

surely be taught : anyone who can read a spelling-

book, and count his fingers, and scrawl a triangle,

can be taught to enjoy the meaning and the

technique and the architectonics of a poem.

These considerations help us toward a defini-

tion of poetry. We may say that Poetry is that

which conveys information, along with some sort

of pleasurable emotional thrill, by means of a more
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or less rigidly-patterned form of words. It may-

take prose-form or verse-form.

Next, endeavouring to discover in what ways a

patterned form of words can convey emotion, we

become aware of two closely-connected branches

of knowledge. First, there is knowledge of the con-

stituent parts into which a poem can be resolved
;

and this is a Science of Poetry. Secondly,

there is knowledge of the methods whereby

those elements can be blended into a masterly

whole ; and this is an Art of Poetry. Some term

which would cover these two technical aspects of

poetry would be convenient ; and such a term lies

ready-made in our Englished form of the Greek

to/V's. For Poesy is (as Ben Jonson said) the

poet's skill or craft of making.
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THE VEHICLE OF POESY

Vocal Cords

Poetry came among men long before they learned

to write, and it was then, unquestionably, a vocal

art. But scripts became available ; and one ill

result of our modern sin of separateness has been

this : that men, perverting the uses of writing and

printing, have largely divorced poetry from sound.

The few people who nowadays care for poetry,

mostly read it alone and in silence. It is true that

vocal effects are imagined while poetry is thus

read ; but those imaginations become weaker as

the divorce from sound continues, and the tendency

is to depend more and more on the eye and less

and less on the ear.

This is, of course, wrong. It is fast proving

fatal to poesy ; and it accounts for much of the

neglect into which poetry has fallen in our time.
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The remedy is obvious. Poetry should be read

aloud, or sung, even when one is enjoying it

alone. More effective still is its recital, by speech

or song, for the delight of others; because one

thus enlists that strange emotional thrill, that col-

lective inspiration, which can be felt " when two

or three are gathered together." And, in so far

as that feeling arises is there some salvation from

our sin of separateness.

These indisputable statements may be condensed

into two axioms :

—

i. For poetry no vehicle but voice can be

acknowledged.

2. In poesy the ear is lord.
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THE METHODS OF POESY

Crystallization of Carbon

In considering what constitutes the poet's skill or

craft of making, the meaning, the word-pictures,

and the infinite suggestion of a poem may be

largely ignored ; and attention must be concen-

trated on the architectonics, the technique, and

the syllabic melody. Now, for such an inquiry,

we need a concrete example. Let us take one

short English poem, and observe how the main

laws of English verse are exemplified therein.

Shakspere's thirtieth sonnet, short as it is, affords

us ample material.

First, let the sonnet be read aloud. Here it is

:

i. When to the sessions of sweet silent thought

2. I summon up remembrance of things past,

3. I sigh the lack of many a thing I sought,
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4. And with old woes new wail my dear time's

waste

:

5. Then can I drown an eye, unused to flow,

6. For precious friends hid in death's dateless

night,

7. And weep afresh love's long since cancelled

woe,

8. And moan the expense of many a vanished

sight

:

9. Then can I grieve at grievances foregone,

10. And heavily from woe to woe tell o'er

1 1

.

The sad account of fore-bemoaned moan,

12. Which I new pay as if not paid before.

13. But if the while I think on thee, dear

friend,

14. All losses are restored and sorrows end.

Surely the mere word -jingle of this poem will

please the reader
;
probably the word-pictures will

illuminate him
;

possibly a sense of haunting

Beauty will thrill him. But if, neglecting those

feelings, he attends to the meaning of the poem

(universal as well as personal in its bearing) he

at once discerns that the diction is not that of
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ordinary conversation or of scientific statement.

In such plain prose the wording might run,

"When I think about my past life, its failures

and losses make me sad. But I cheer up at once

when I fix my thought on you." This bald state-

ment is transformed and amplified in various ways.

First, certain grammatical licences are evident.

One finds an ellipsis in the phrase, " sigh the

lack " ; there are such adverbial interpositions as,

" to the sessions of sweet silent thought," " with

old woes," " from woe to woe," " the while," which

give added expressiveness; there are several in-

versions as, a can I," "new wail," "new pay,"

"things past," "grievances foregone," which lend

additional emphasis.

But, secondly, and this is of much more im-

portance, heightened human interest is imparted to

the bare thought by the use of figures of speech.

For example, in the first two lines there is one of

those legal metaphors which Shakspere so often

uses, along with a striking personification. In

"my dear time's waste" there is an effective anti-

thesis. In " I drown an eye " one detects an

emotional exaggeration— a hyperbole; also what
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is pleasantly termed synecdoche, the part being

used to express the whole ; nor is one unjustified

in tracing here the youthful Shakspere's liking for

a pun. "Hid in death's dateless night" is a

powerful metaphor for " dead '*
; note what infinite

suggestion lies in the word " dateless." In " long

since cancelled woe," and "new pay," and "tell

o'er the sad account," we find the book-keeping

metaphor which came so naturally to Shakspere,

the successful business man. " Moan the expense
"

combines both hyperbole and metaphor. The

whole of the last line is a magnificent and

triumphant hyperbole.

In the third place, one notices that the diction

throughout is more exalted than that of scientific

statement. It is keyed up to the emotional associa-

tions of those remarkable figures of speech; and

even common words are so used as to suggest

noble and accordant meanings.

Fourthly, and lastly, this poem differs from plain

prose (to the eye through printed shape, and to

the ear through spoken sound) in the possession

of certain recurrent effects. It flows on and on,

with a movement which is rendered appreciable
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by those recurrent effects, just as the flowing of a

brook is rendered evident by its ripples and runs.

To those prosodic ripples, or recurrences, the term

u rhythm " may be applied. A rhythm, then, is

a more or less regular recurrence. And this poem

is felt to be a rhythmic whole. It contains rhythm

within rhythm.
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Hidden Law

With a search for the various rhythms that may

be distinguished in the chosen poem our study of

technique really begins. Now, a rhythm was

defined as a more or less regular recurrence.

We find such a recurrence exemplified on the

largest scale in what may be called Architectonic

Rhythm. Our poem contains fourteen well-

defined lines; and these are arranged in three

quatrains or four-line groups, followed by a

couplet or two-line group. It thus constitutes a

sonnet of the Shaksperian as distinguished from

the Petrarchian type. The thought-expression is

completed within the fourteen lines. In the first

quatrain an idea is stated ; in the second, the two

last lines of the first quatrain are amplified ; in the

third, the two last lines of the second quatrain
16
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are further developed and accentuated; then the

couplet breaks in with a new train of thought,

and rounds up the whole poem in an epigrammatic

burst of triumph. Two devices are used to

punctuate this architectonic rhythm : the reversal,

which begins the first line of each quatrain and

of the couplet ; and the rime x which marks off

line from line, as well as (by its peculiar arrange-

ment) the quatrains from one another and from

the couplet. Leaving the reversal to be con-

sidered later, something may here be said about

rime. The rimes are seen to be consecutive in

the couplet, and alternate in the quatrains

;

further, each quatrain (as also the couplet) pos-

sesses a differing set of rimes. The riming scheme

may be expressed as : abab, cdcd, efef, gg. One's

ear detects at once what Milton called " the

jingling sound of like endings " ; and, on ex-

amination, one finds that this similarity of sound

is of various grades. At present we need note

only the perfect rimes, wherein the last syllable in

each of two lines has its final consonants identical,

its vowel identical, but its initial consonants dis-

1 Rime is etymologically more correct than rhyme ; and the latter

spelling is apt to make a beginner confuse rhyme with rhythm
;

B
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similar. Examples of such perfect rimes are found

in thought and sought, flow and woe, night and sight,

o'er and before
;
friend and end. The best rimes

have the final consonant a liquid, and the vowel

long, as o'er and before ; the next best have the

final consonant a mute, and the vowel long, as

night and sight ; but in this latter case it is well to

have the next line beginning with a vowel (as in

lines i, 3, 6, and 13) so as to avoid accumulation

of consonantal sounds. The best rimes have also

their initial consonants quite dissimilar in type, as

in sight and night.

A second kind of rhythm is discernible on

careful reading of the sonnet. A flow of succes-

sive ideas can be detected in successive phrases.

This may be termed Phrasal Rhythm ; and its

punctuator is the mental effort of ideation. The

phrases are of varying length, and need not be

confined to one line ; for example, a single word

such as then is quite enough to constitute an

ideational phrase, while such an idea as, tell der

the sad account of fore-bemoaned moan, occupies

a line and a quarter. The phrases, moreover,

contain so varying an intensity of emotion that,
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in each, a crescendo or diminuendo, or both com-

bined, may be felt ; and these give that musical,

billowy rhythm to Shakspere's verse which

Mr William Watson must have been rejoicing in

when he described it as,

" The continuity, the long slow slope,

The vast curves of the gradual violin !

"

Indeed, while studying this phrasal rhythm, we

realize that yet other musical terms descriptive

of movement are here appropriate ; thus, the first

half of line 1 and the whole of line 14 are just as

certainly allegro as line 4 and line 9 are adagio in

pace. The pleasing and extraordinary variety of the

phrases can be best appreciated when one takes the

trouble to represent them diagrammatically, using
||

to separate the phrases, and the familiar musical

symbols to denote the swells. But the marking

given here is not to be taken as the only possible

rendering of our sonnet's phrasal rhythm. Other

ears will find other arrangements more satisfying

;

yet most readers will agree that some such phrasal

expression of ideational rhythm is both present

and pleasant.
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When
||
to the sessions

||
of sweet, silent thought

I summon up
||
remembrance of things past,

I sigh
||
the lack of many a thing I sought,

||

And
||
with old woes

||
new wail

||
my dear time's waste :

||

Then
||
can I drown an eye

||, unused to flow,

For precious friends
||
hid in death's dateless night,

And weep afresh
||
love's long since cancelled woe,

And moan
||
the expense of many a vanished sight :

||

Then
||
can I grieve

||
at grievances foregone,

And
||
heavily

||
from woe to woe

||
tell o'er

The sad account of fore-bemoaned moan,
||

Which
||
I new pay

||
as if not paid before.

|j

But if
||
the while

||
I think on thee,

||
dear friend,

||

All losses are restored
||
and sorrows end.

||
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Next, one may note a rhythm so manifest that

it hardly needs mention—the serial recurrence of

lines. For the sake of thoroughness this Lineal

Rhythm should be included. It is punctuated,

apparently, by the rimes; but more truly by the

end-breaks. 1 It is constituted, apparently, by the

number of syllables ; but really and absolutely by

the number of periods.2 All the lines of our sonnet

are tipped with rime ; thirteen out of the fourteen

have an end-break ; seven out of the fourteen con-

tain ten syllables ; every line consists of five periods.

Further, on reading the lines, one becomes con-

scious that there are many more pauses in each

line than are produced by the rifts in ideational

flow. Some of these are grammatical, some are

introduced for emphasis, some are due to an in-

voluntary rearrangement of the organs of speech.

In most lines we find four pauses. There is a

long one at the end of the line, and another long

one about the middle of the line ; these we may

call end-break and mid-break, representing them

by a colon mark. There is a shorter pause

before, and another after, the mid-break ; these

1 See below. 2 See page 24.
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we may call the first and second half-breaks,

representing them by one dot. Thus, in a typical

line, the short and long pauses alternate in this

fashion, • : • : Line 7 is divisible in this

way. It follows that between the pauses one finds

either a word or a group of words which can be

run together to form a continuous mass of sounds

like one long word ; and these we may call sections.

There being four pauses in most of our lines, we

naturally find four sections in such lines. The

length of a section may vary from one syllable

to five syllables. Now, if we punctuate our

sonnet with breaks and half-breaks, so as to demon-

strate the sections, and if we read it aloud with

those pauses duly valued, we shall realize how

varied and how delightful is this intra -linear

Sectional Rhythm.

1. When: to the sessions • of sweet • silent

thought

:

2. I • summon up : remembrance • of things past

:

3. I sigh • the lack : of many a thing • I sought

:

4. And • with old woes : new wail • my dear time's

waste

:

5. Then : can I drown • an eye • unused to flow

:
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6. For precious friends : hid • in death's dateless

night

:

7. And weep • afresh : love's • long since cancelled

woe

:

8. And moan : the expense • of many a • vanished

sight

:

9. Then : can I grieve • at grievances • foregone :

1 o. And • heavily • from woe to woe : tell o'er •

1 1

.

The sad • account : of fore-bemoaned • moan :

1 2. Which • I new pay : as if- not paid before :

13. But • if the while : I think on thee • dear friend :

14. All losses • are restored : and sorrows • end :

But by this time it may have struck an attentive

reader that three of these rhythms (the archi-

tectonic, the phrasal, and the sectional), though

certainly present in the sonnet and surely delight-

ful, are yet not peculiar to verse. It is even so:

they can be detected also in prose: there, how-

ever, they are less regular and of much larger

amplitude, and therefore, less noticeable. Again,

it may have struck him that the two latter

rhythms (the phrasal and the sectional) are some-

what arbitrary, and that their charm lies in their

continuous and wonderful irregularity. Is there,
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then, no rhythm peculiar to verse? no rhythm

which is invariably regular? Surely there is.

While reading the phrases and sections which

build each line so wildly well, we are conscious of

an underlying uniformity which gives measured

grace to the line, and which contrasts persistently

with all the changefulness of line-group, phrase,

and section. This underlying uniformity consists

of five imagined, equally-durationed times for each

line. They may be called periods. The number

of periods in a line determines the measure in

which a poem is written : the lines of our sonnet

are written in five-period measure, and may be

represented by this rude diagram

—

I 1

1

1

1

1

1

1

1

l

These isochronous intervals or periods are con-

tinuous, and are invariable in length; each

contains either syllables, or silences, or both in

varying proportion. Verse, indeed, may now be

defined as that form of poetry in which periodic

rhythm is paramount.

Recognizing, then, this underlying Periodic

Rhythm, we look for the punctuator which mani-
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fests it ; and we find that indispensable time-

beater in the varying stress which is laid on

successive syllables in ordinary speech. We know

that every word has its own peculiar stress, one

syllable being rendered more conspicuous than the

others, e.g. sessions, afresh, remembrance. This

is due to an impact of attention on that syllable
;

thus the word achieves character and identity ; and

this word-stress is invariable. Now, it is evident

that the poet has arranged his words in each line so

that (as a rule) one stressed syllable is allotted to

each period. By this means the natural word-stress

is made to beat the time and indicate the measure.

This is important enough. But the natural word-

stress is made to do more. For it is also evident

that the poet has arranged the words in each line

so that (as a rule) one stressed syllable alternates

with an unstressed x syllable, e.g. in line 1 1 ; and,

further, that (as a rule) the stressed syllables occupy

the even places, while the unstressed syllables

occupy the odd places in the syllabic sequence.

This may be shown diagrammatically, thus

—

s S, s s, s s, s s, s §.

1 Of course, this term is only relatively true. Strictly speaking, no

syllable can be unstressed.
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Or, in other words, we find a succession of

pulses, each lasting through the pronunciation of

two syllables and culminating on the second

syllable ; in yet other words, we find a succession

of rising waves which may be represented thus

—

^ p> ^C r^ C^
This is Undulant Rhythm ; and in most periods

of our sonnet it is a rising wave-movement.

Already a further fact has forced itself into

notice : we have seen that the number of syllables

allotted to each period is, in this poem, almost

invariably two. We have to deal here, therefore,

with a duple arrangement of syllables. This is an

instance of what may be called Numeral Rhythm.

The chief punctuator in this rhythm is, once more,

the word-stress ; but almost as important a deter-

minant is the weight of successive syllables. In

considering this weight-factor we must remember

that spelling is to be ignored and that sound alone

is to be studied. Then we soon realize that the

weight of a syllable depends on the time occupied

by its pronunciation. A heavy syllable retards the

speech-flow ; either by the length of its vowel or
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diphthong (e.g. woe, grieve, wail, drown) ; or,

even when the vowel is short, by an overcrowding

of consonants (e.g. things, expense, remembrance').

A light syllable does not retard utterance notice-

ably ; its vowel is always short ; its final consonants

may be either an easily pronounced group (-ance,

past), or a mute followed by a liquid (afresh), or a

doubled consonant (summon), or there may be only

a single consonant (if), or, finally, the short vowel

may be pure (a, the). In practice it is easy to

remember that every syllable which contains

neither a long vowel nor consonantal overcrowding

is light.

Now, as we read our sonnet, we gather that, in

its typical arrangement of syllables, the stressed

even syllables are heavy, while the unstressed odd

syllables are light ; as, for example, an eye, from

woe, not paid, and weep. There are, of course,

many and charming exceptions which will be

considered by and by; but this is the rule.

Weight of syllables thus helps the word-stress to

punctuate the numeral rhythm; in addition it

limits the possible varieties of numeral rhythm.

For, when we observe our utterance of prose and
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verse, we realize that though each letter or syl-

lable, when pronounced separately, involves an

effort of the organs of speech, yet we do

habitually mass our syllables into groups which

require one vocal effort and which result from

one pulse of attention. Experiment with various

words proves that such a group may consist of

one, or two, or three, or, at the outside, four

syllables. (Consequently, no numeral rhythm more

lengthy than quadruple is possible. As a matter

of fact, though triple rhythm is not uncommon,

the great bulk of English verse has persistently

preferred the duple rhythm exemplified here.

Lastly, one can readily detect throughout the

sonnet a Phonal Rhythm, a recurrence of the same

sounds in contiguous words or lines. When the

same vowel sound recurs (as in old woes ; losses,

sorrows) the term assonance is applied to it; and

this recurrence is not, as a rule, pleasing. Far

greater pleasure is felt when there is consecutive

and continued variation of the vowel sound. Con-

sider, for example, the music of " sweet, silent

thought
"

; or of line 4, which among its ten vowel

sounds has eight dissimilars ; or of " drown an
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eye unused to flow " with its seven varied vowel

sounds ; or of line 7, where, among the ten vowel

sounds, only one recurs. And yet rimes (which

ought to have identical vowel sounds) are dis-

tinctly pleasing. A rime is, however, more than

an assonance ; it is a consonance ; and the charm

of the consonantal identity which terminates the

rime is probably the main source of our pleasure

in this rhythm.

For, undoubtedly, recurrence of consonants

(which we call alliteration) is a keen rhythmic

pleasure. It is most noticeable when the recurring

consonant begins the various words ; as, for

example, the s in line 1 ; but it is cunningly

delightful, also, when the recurrence lurks inside

the various words ; as, for example, the s in lines

2 and 14. Two uses are served by alliteration.

First, it may further emphasize the stressed

syllables in a line; as does the w, for example,

in line 4, and the g in line 9. Secondly, it may

be used to give additional sonority ; as does the d

in line 6, and the / in line 7.

Those, then, are the main rhythms which im-

press themselves upon us as we read the sonnet.
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They form the skeleton of a distinctively English

prosody. They group themselves around the

central periodic rhythm which, though unformul-

ated, is the only rhythm that is absolutely regular

;

which is, indeed, the norm that gives value to the

seven other varied, combative, or echoing, rhythms.

Now, the grouping of the four first and the

three last of these rhythms around the central

periodic rhythm may be shown schematically as

follows :

—

i. Architectonic Rhythm. _ 2. Phrasal Rhythm. 3. Lineal Rhythm. 4._Sectional Rhythm.
(Reveri
(Rime.

Punctuators {gj^f
8* 1

"

'

Punctuator

:

Idea -rift
- Punctuators

{^JjT*
5. Periodic Rhythm.
Punctuator : Word stress.

6. Undulant Rhythm. 7. Numeral Rhythm. 8. Phonal Rhythm.
Punctuator: Position of b.«-*«-#«— (Word stress Punctuator: Similarity of

Word stress.
Punctuators

} Syllabic weight- Sound

But our object is an even deeper one than the

recognition of rhythms : it is the discovery of rules

which, though for the most part latent and unex-

pressed, have yet been, and are, intuitively felt and

obeyed by the English poets. We are now, I

claim, in a position to state those rules. I would

put them thus :

—

1. Each poem has a building-plan which, by

means of ordered recurrences, blends the various
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parts into one symmetric whole. This is Architec-

tonic Rhythm.

2. Each poem consists of successive jets of

emotion. These are largely manifested by recurr-

ing loudness or softness of tone ; by recurring

fastness or slowness of pace ; by recurring high-

ness or lowness of pitch ; by recurring modulations

of timbre ; and by recurring conventions of ex-

pression. For all of these the time-honoured

musical symbols are available. This is Phrasal

Rhythm.

3. Each poem consists of lines whose length

is limited by the number of understood periods.

This is Lineal Rhythm.

4. Each line is divisible by one or more pauses

(grammatical, or emphatical, or vocal) into two or

more sections. A section may contain from one to

five syllables. This is Sectional Rhythm.

5. Each line contains a definite number of

equally-durationed periods. The number of

periods in a line fixes its measure. This is Periodic

Rhythm.

6. Each period has its unstressed and stressed

syllables arranged so as to form a wave-movement,
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which is usually rising in type. This is Undulant

Rhythm.

7. Each period may contain from one to four

syllables, the number in each case being con-

ditioned by syllabic weight. This is Numeral

Rhythm.

8. Each syllable consists of a sound, or of

several blended sounds, any one of which may be

made to recur more or less frequently in adjacent

syllables. Recurrence of consonants is more

pleasing than recurrence of vowels. This is

Phonal Rhythm.

Now, looking at our sonnet in the light of these

rules, we can declare that it consists of three

quatrains and a terminal couplet ; or of a varied

succession of phrases ; or of fourteen lines. Most

of the lines contain four sections ; every line con-

tains five periods. Most of the periods have a

rising wave-movement, and most of them are duple.

Among adjacent syllables a recurrence of identical

sounds is noticeable. Or, to put all this more

briefly, the sonnet is written in duple, rising, five-

period measure.

In this chapter an endeavour has been made to
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limit attention to the main rules that are discernible

in verse. In the next chapter an endeavour will

be made to show how, by multitudinous tiny

departures from these rules, the poet gives much

of its rarest charm to his poem. But one may

claim that already, even during the dissection that

lays bare these rules, an amazing wealth of intel-

lectual energy and a magical artistic skill have

been brought to light. Surely there is noble

pleasure to be found in all this. And, surely, no

sane mind need lack enjoyment of this pleasure.



VI

POESIAL VARIATION

The Charm of Ordered Lawlessness

In the preceding chapter we distinguished and

studied the rhythmic regularities which display

themselves in our sonnet. But there are also

many irregularities to be found ; and these we

must consider next. To return to our anatomical

metaphor : while dissecting-out the skeleton we

have thrown aside the soft parts. Now that we

see the bones firmly and clearly defined, let us

examine the palpitant vestures that gave to the

skeleton a contour and a charm. For the present

we must limit our attention to the multitudinous

variations from rule. In a future chapter we will

consider how both regularities and irregularities

blend together to form a delightful and masterly

whole.

The prevalent Architectonic Rhythm in our
34
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sonnet is a succession of quatrains with lines

alternately rimed. But this rhythm is broken by

a terminal couplet consecutively rimed ; and one

may remark once more the force, finality and snap

of this variation from type. Considering, next,

irregularities in the punctuators of this rhythm,

the reversal may be deferred until we deal with

undulant exceptions ; but rimes that vary from the

standard of perfection may be fitly dealt with now.

It is noticeable, for example, that " past " is rimed

with " waste " and " foregone " with " moan." In

these couples the vowels are not identical. In

each case less discord would have been felt had

the long vowel-sound come first; in each case,

however, the discord is mitigated by the fact that

the hard initial consonant (p or g) precedes the

soft one (w or m). Then, again, it may be urged,

under this heading, that there are to be found in

our sonnet such hackneyed rimes as "flow" and

"woe," "o'er" and "before," " night" and

"sight"; and that there are over many mono-

syllabic rimes, indeed among the fourteen rimes

only two disyllables (" foregone " and " before ")

are to be found. Now these variations are rich
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in charm. Even the two instances of imperfect

riming can be praised ; for they break what might

be felt to be the monotony of a perfect rime-

scheme, and they give a slight shock of pleasing

surprise. In a similar way, amid the hammer-

clang of successive monosyllabic rimes, one is

grateful for the slight diversity of the two

disyllabic rime-words.

Little need be said here about irregularities of

the Phrasal Rhythm. Obviously, an absolute

regularity in this rhythm would be ludicrous and

wearisome. And, indeed, the variations have

been already sufficiently shown in the scheme on

page 20. One has only to look at the relative

length and steepness of the swells, as depicted in

that scheme ; or better still, one has only to read

aloud the sonnet with a feeling for the swells, for

the differences of pace, for the variations in

pitch, for the modulations in timbre, in order to

realize the music of those rhythmic, harmonious

irregularities.

Nor need much be said about departures from

the Lineal Rhythm. End-break is absent in line

10. Strictly speaking, no less than six of the
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lines (i, 3, 5, 6, 7, and 14) contain eleven

syllables : one line (8) contains no less than

thirteen. Now, such variations, though far less

extensive than those we met with in phrasal

rhythm, are no less delightful in their way. Line

10, with its run-on into line 11, is a refreshing

change amid so many end-stopped lines. The

extra syllables (whether pronounced or not) which

are to be found in half the lines of the sonnet are

a relief from the tameness of invariable deca-

syllabics. They give a lilt, a liveliness, a go, to

the poem. This rebellion from syllabic uni-

formity is an inheritance from Anglo-Saxon verse

;

and it is a symbol of that power to combine free-

dom with law which has given witchery to the

staid worth of English character. r

Far more frequent and coquettish variations

flutter around the Sectional Rhythm. Here, the

placing of the pauses must depend so much on

individual feeling that probably no two readers

would arrange the sections exactly alike. But,

taking the section-scheme (pp. 22-3), as it has

arranged itself in the present writer's conscious-

ness, and considering, first, the number of the
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pauses, only one line (6), which has but three

breaks, can be found to vary from the four-section

type. Great irregularity, however, is manifested

in the distribution of the pauses. The mid-break

changes places with the first half-break in lines 1,

5, 8, 9 ; and changes place with the second half-

break in line i o. The position of the half-breaks

is even more erratic. Indeed this exquisite variety

of pause, controlled as it is by the thought to be

expressed, forms the very essence of good verse.

Note, for example, the position of the mid-break

in lines 7 to 11; how, in succession, it is found

after the fourth syllable, then after the second,

then after the first, then after the eighth ; how,

in fact, it keeps shifting backwards and forwards

like the shuttle in a loom. Further, if we blend

with this variableness of the mid-break the even

greater variableness of the half-breaks, we begin

to realize that in no two consecutive lines of the

poem are the pauses identically placed. And still

further scrutiny shows that this diversity holds also

within the limits of each line. Only three lines

(9, 10, and 13) have the same pause-placing ; and

even in these the position of the mid-break differs.
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So that, as regards pauses, no two lines in the

poem are alike.

The pauses being so irregular in position, the

sections are just as irregular in length. Though

fifty-five sections occur in the sonnet, only six times

(lines 2, 3, 7, 8, 1 1) do sections with an equal

number of syllables occur side by side. Thus, in

the first quatrain, we find sections of varied syllabic

length arranged thus :

—

1:5.2 3

1 * 3

2 • 2

1 * 3

3 ' 3

5 • ^

2 • 4

And, further, when the varied position of the

stress in each section is taken into account, the

dissimilarity of sections becomes even more

amazing. This can be most clearly shown by a

diagram in which an s denotes unstressed syllables

and an s denotes the stressed syllables. After

such fashion, then, the section-variety in our

terminal couplet might be represented to the

eye as :

—

s • sss : ssss • ss :

sss • sss : sss • s

:
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and to the ear it might be even more convincingly,

though somewhat ludicrously, put as:—

-

Turn • tititum : titumtitum • titum :

Titumti • tititum : titumti • turn :

If the rest of the sonnet be depicted, or read

aloud, after this fashion, the fact will emerge that,

not alone in each line, but also in adjacent lines,

the pauses and the sections are continuously and

marvellously varied. Thus, though in line 2 there

are three consecutive tri-syllabic sections, yet let

them be read aloud and the reader will at once

realize how different they are. Then let him con-

trast a slow line, like 4, with a rapid line, like 14,

and consider what share our section-rhythm has in

the contrast. Again, let him compare line 1 with

line 3, or line 10 with line 11, and remark how

the sense controls the section-rhythm. In fact,

only once will he find consecutive lines (9 and 10)

that are identical in sectional numbers ; more, he

will find that very seldom within the limits of a

line are identical sections consecutive. This does

happen occasionally, as in lines 3 and 7 and 11,

but the effect is commonplace and soon becomes
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monotonous. Were all the sections in a line to

coincide with the periods, the effect would be

intolerable. Line 3 narrowly escapes this fault

:

and yet the very faultiness of this line makes it an

effective foil for the prevalent more subtly moulded

lines. In all these respects the ear, as ever in

poesy, is arbiter. If any doubt be felt as to the

basal importance of sectional variations in good

verse, let lines 1 and 2 be read aloud ; first with-

out pauses, then with duly honoured pauses. The

variety must make itself felt. And the variety is

charming.

But lest, when confronted with so much variety,

the reader should be tempted to complain

—

Me this unchartered freedom tires. . . .

I long for a repose which ever is the same,

there exists, in all the lines, that felt yet un-

denoted, that secret yet masterful, that absolutely

regular Rhythm which we have called Periodic.

It is even as the laws of the Medes and Persians.

And to a rhythm-tuned ear it gives something of

that bed-rock certitude which the soul finds in

One in whom is neither variableness nor shadow

of turning.
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/ Yet neither in the universe nor in verse can we

brook apparent uniformity. Real uniformity we

V must have ; but apparent diversity must guise it.

And when we pass to the consideration of Undulant

Rhythm we meet again with diversity. We saw

that the wave-movement in our sonnet is almost

always a rising one. Yet there are also examples

of a falling wave-movement ; and this constitutes

what we have styled the reversal. Here, the

stress is on the odd syllable in a period ; and it

may be represented diagrammatically as § s, or

^^ . It may occur in any of the five periods

;

but in our poem only two period-places happen to

show a reversal. We find that the first period is

reversed five times (lines i, 5, 9, 12, 14), and the

third period is reversed once (line 6). Another

undulant irregularity is the occurrence of consecu-

tive stresses. Thus we find such sequences as,

X V O X V xvx
" sweet silent," " things past," " love's long-since
V o

cancelled." Yet even in these consecutively-

stressed fragments we recognize that undulation is

present, though to a less degree. For, if we mark

unstressed syllables by an °, and low-stressed
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syllables by x
, and high-stressed syllables by v

, as

has been done on page 42, we see that a rhythmic

variation of stress is present still, though its excur-

sions are less extreme. Further, a principle of

compensation comes to light. We find that,

before two consecutive stressed syllables, there

often occur two consecutive unstressed, or low-
o o

stressed, syllables ; as, for example, ¥ and with
X V

old woes." A third undulant irregularity is the

occurrence of omitted stress. Only half of the

fourteen lines have the normal number of five

stresses. In the other seven lines (1, 2, 4, 9, 10,

12, 14) there are but four stresses. The stress is

omitted in the first period, in line 4 ; in the second

period, in lines 10 and 14; in the third period, in

lines 1 and 1 2 ; in the fourth period, in lines 2

and 9. Thus the stress is found to be lacking in

any period except the final one. It may be

objected, here, that, in the stressless periods, a

metrical stress can be given when one is reading

aloud. True, but thereby the music of the line is

at once destroyed ; and surely Shakspere never

intended that.
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For, if anything is taught us by our analysis of

this one short poem, it is, surely, a boundless

admiration for Shakspere's instinctive rhythmic

felicity. Not for a moment do I suggest that he

was conscious of the rules and exceptions here

expounded. But I do assert that one element in

his genius (that incalculable sum) was an intuitive

choice of precisely those rhythmic regularities

and irregularities which could best express his

emotion and his thought. We have seen this

exemplified all through our inquiry : here, in these

undulant irregularities, we find some further

evidence. Thus, the reversal has not only use as

a punctuator in the architectonic rhythm, it also, as

in line 6, gives emphasis and poignancy by calling

attention to new departures in thought or to other

details. And always, by awaking a pleasant

momentary feeling of strangeness, it startles us

and charms. The consecutive stresses, likewise,

give a refreshing variety, and slow the march of

thought, and confer a delightful emphasis, thus

enabling words to clothe and fit emotion more

accurately. The compensating low stresses allow

of a billowy crescendo effect, and bestow yet
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further artful variety and expressional precision.

The omitted stresses do the like, mainly by giving

rapidity and fluidity to a line.

Somewhat fewer irregularities are to be found

when we consider the Numeral Rhythm of the

sonnet. Normally, in these fourteen lines, there

are two syllables in each period ; for example, in

all the periods of line 2. But three syllables are

not uncommon. Thus, in line 1, we get "-ions

of"; and, in succeeding lines, "ya thing," "-ious

friends," " the expense," " -y a van- " ; not to

mention such contractions of common speech as

" -celled woe " and " -ished sight," or such poetical

contractions as "tell o'er." The fact is this: as

many syllables are admissible in a period as can

be pronounced in the time of it. Thus we meet

with ample variety and elasticity even within the

limits of our duple rhythm. Of its eight possible

weight-combinations,, five may be found exem-

plified in the sonnet. We find periods consisting

of two heavy syllables, as " old woes " ; two lights

and a heavy, as " -ious friends "
; three lights, as

"
-y a thing " ; a light and a heavy, as "an eye "

;

and two lights, as "-ily." Now, consider for a
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moment how refreshing these variations are. How
pleasant is this purl of casual triples in the stream

of customary duples, as in lines i, 3, 6, 8. Further,

be it noted how, even among the steady-going

duples, the sequences constantly vary as regards

syllable-weight. Thus, in line 2, we find a heavy

and a light, then two lights, then a light and a

heavy, then two lights, then two heavies. Similarly

dappled shade-effects can be traced throughout the

if
sonnet. And they form no meaningless pattern.

lj It arises directly from, and accurately fits, the

thought. In this, as in all true poetic rhythms,

u the sound must seem an echo to the sense."

Lastly, when we study Phonal Rhythm, we find

that we are farther than ever from the repose of

our central periodic rhythm. Irregularities again

become rather the rule than the exception. With

regard to vowels, we saw that any approach to

recurrence of identical vowel-sounds (assonance)

was unpleasing, while irregularity in such recur-

rence (vowel diversity) was pleasing. Every line

might be adduced in evidence ; and, if sufficient

proof has not already been given, it may be pointed

out here that, among the 140 vowel-sounds in
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our sonnet, diversity from their companions of the

same line is noticeable in no less than 101. On
the other hand, recurrence of identical consonant

sounds (alliteration) was found to be pleasing

when used in moderation. But here also, irregu-

larity, or non-recurrence of identical consonants, is

obviously much commoner than regularity. For

example, if we consider only the first consonants in

the syllables of our sonnet, we find that 94 of the

140 syllables begin with a consonant; and that

among these no less than 70 differ from their line-

contained companions. Thus, to put it hibernically,

irregularities of phonal rhythm are the regular

thing. And no demonstration is needed to show

that these irregularities are delightful.

The foregoing discussion of so many exceptions

to rule may have led some readers to despair of

discovering any reign of law in verse. But our

conclusion is none the less a triumphant one. For,

from the very multitude of exceptions to rule, a

new rule can be drawn. It is this

—

9. Excellence in verse is gained by perpetual

slight departures from an understood norm.

And under this rule should be ranged the following
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sub-rules which gather up the lessons taught in our

sonnet as to what kinds of slight departure from the

various understood norms are pleasing and effective.

i. Architectonic.—(a) The building-plan may

have an admixture of asymmetry.

2. Phrasal.— (b) Variations in tone, pace, pitch,

timbre, and expressional convention may occur as

freely as the felt emotion prompts.

3. Lineal.—(c) End-break may be absent.

(d) The number of syllables in a

line may be slightly more than the norm.

4. Sectional.— (e) The number of pauses in a

line may be less than the norm.

(/) The pause-distribution should

vary in each line.

(£•) The sections in each line, and

in contiguous lines, should vary as regards length,

and as regards position of the contained stress.

5. Periodic variations do not exist.

6. Undulant.—(h) Reversal of the prevalent

wave-movement has its uses.

(/) Consecutive stresses are

admissible.

(j) Compensation for consecu-
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tive stresses may be given by precedent low-

stressed syllables.

(£) Omitted stress is legitimate

in any period except the last in a line.

7. Numeral.— (/) Triples are admissible in duple

periods.

(m) Syllabic weight should vary

in contiguous periods.

8. Phonal. — (n) Imperfect rimes may be used

for variance or expression.

(0) Rime-words should be diver-

sified as to number of syllables.

Now, this ninth rule 1 sums up all that we have

discovered in our two analytical chapters. In the

first of these we laid bare eight rhythms, which

constitute eight understood norms for verse ; and

these inspired eight poesial rules. In the present

chapter we have distinguished a large number of

slight departures from those norms ; and these

many variations have been formulated in fifteen

sub-rules. And thus, at last, we may sense the

paradox of excellence in verse :

—

Uniformity there must be, either felt and under-

1 See page 47.
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stood or marked and audible ; but diversity there

must be, also, in every rhythm except the periodic

one. Yet this diversity must never be so frequent

or so great as to obscure the uniformity. So that,

after all, apparent lawlessness obeys a law. And

some vague inkling of this fact probably lies at the

root of the delight which most men feel in the

ripple of these tiny changeful variations.



VII

POESIAL INTERPLAY

Blend-Magic

We have now studied the various rhythms, and

variations from rhythms, that are to be found in

Shakspere's thirtieth sonnet. But it is not enough

to catalogue the rhythmic regularities and irregu-

larities ; it is not even enough to deduce rules from

their occurrence and recurrence ; it is desirable to

feel, as well, the ceaseless, vital interplay of rhythm

with rhythm, of regularity with variation, and to

realize how, at the bidding of all-masterful emotion,

these intensify, or neutralize, or soften one another

for achievement of a perfect and a beautiful ex-

pressional result.

Take, for example, the influence of phonality

on syllabic weight. We find that a heavy syllable,

like " weep," may be made easy of utterance by

its consonantal smoothness ; while another heavy
51
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syllable like " drown ", may be made still

more difficult of utterance by its consonantal

roughness. In the same way, one short-vowelled

syllable, as " end ", may be made lighter by

consonantal smoothness; while another, as

"fresh", may be made heavier by consonantal

harshness.

Again, the relation of syllabic weight to word-

stress has important bearings on the movement of

a verse. When there are no heavy syllables in a

period, as in "Then can" and "as if", the verse

movement gains rapidity and lightness. When
syllabic weight coincides with periodic word-stress,

as in " The sad account of fore-bemoaned moan ",

the movement of the verse is easy and precise.

When, on the contrary, syllabic heaviness is found

in unstressed syllables, as in "dear friend "and
"—ance of", we feel that the verse movement is

retarded. When syllabic heaviness is found in

unstressed and stressed syllables alike, as in "love's

long since cancelled woe ", then the verse has

marked weight and dignity of movement. And

even such varied effects as these may be diversified

further according as the heaviness is given by a
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long vowel (moan), or by consonantal accumulation

(expense).

Again, take such a woe-charged line as,

" Then can I grieve at grievances foregone,"

and note how the various rhythms and variations

combine to darken or to lighten the gloom that

surges up to be expressed in it. Much is done by

Phonal means. Four gutturals at the beginning

of four syllables (can, grieve, griev— ,
gone), and

nine dentals and palatals (th, t, n, r) scattered

throughout the line, give a sense of effort

;

though, indeed, this is modified by the comparative

ease of three labials (v and f) and the softness of

two sibilants. Yet that sense of effort is further

emphasized by a remarkable series of assonances

(Then,—ces ; can, at,—an
;
grieve, griev— ; and,

partially, foregone). In fact, only one vowel-

sound (I) out of the ten does not recur. This

painfully laborious effect is deepened by the repet-

ition of identical narrowed long vowel-sounds and

identical gutturals in the two chief stress places of

the line ; indeed, these two syllables (grieve and

griev—), beginning on a guttural and passing for-

ward through a palatal trill to a voiced labial, are
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very groans transliterated. The sunnier, short-

vowelled first and fourth periods (Then can,

—ances,) merely throw the glooms into deeper

contrast.

In its own way, Undulant Rhythm is just as

expressive. Brightness, to begin with, is sug-

gested by the falling-wave effect (Then can),

which is gained by the use of a reversal in the first

period. Shadows gather with the reiterated rising

waves in periods two and three (I grieve at

griev—). A ray of light appears with the

omitted stress of the fourth period (—ances), only

that the consecutive stresses of period five (fore-

gone) may leave us plunged in deeper gloom than

ever.h
The Numeral Rhythm shows exquisite balancing.

Our line really contains nothing but duples
;

yet,

by use of a reversal and an omitted stress, the

poet cunningly suggests, first a falling triple, then

a falling duple, then another falling triple, then a

rising duple. The sequence can be represented in

our adopted notation as follows :

—

X OO VO VOO XV
Then can I, grieve at, grievances, foregone.
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and the clash of this against the real duple rhythm

is delightful. Further, equally careful balancing

is evident in the distribution of syllabic weights,

which, as we have seen, condition the numeral

rhythm. For anguish is vocal in the four heavy

syllables (I grieve, foregone) which occupy the

second and fifth periods. Yet each of these two

heavies is preceded, and compensated-for, by two

light syllables (Then can, —ances). Thus a

group of two lights and two heavies begins the

line ; a similar group ends the line ; and the two

groups are linked by a central period containing a

light and a heavy. The poise of the line may be

shown thus :

—

Then can I grieve, at griev, ances foregone.

Here, again, a clashing with the real duple

rhythm is manifest ; and even more obvious is a

clashing with the suggested triples given above

;

yet these contradictions give us but a subtler

pleasure.

As might be expected, Sectional Rhythm has

much to do with the passional effect of our line.
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We have already seen 1 that the pauses may be

placed as follows :

—

Then : can I grieve • at grievances • foregone.

This pause-placing is similar to, but not identical

with, that found in lines 10 and 13. The

monotony of grief is thus suggested ; but it is

relieved by the differing positions given to the mid-

break in each of the three lines, and by the

marked variety of syllabic weight and word-stress

in all sections except the first. Indeed, the posi-

tion of the word-stress in each section of the line

under consideration makes each convey, with curious

fitness, a differing phase of grief. Let us repre-

sent the rhythm graphically as before :

—

s : sss • ssss • ss :

There is, first, a brief sigh ; then a gathering

moan ; then a wail with a quavered ending ; then

a short, conclusive groan. Yet the sombre effect

is lightened somewhat by the cunning variation in

section length (1:3-4-2); and by the fact

that only once (foregone) does a section coincide

with a period.

1 See Section-scheme, pp. 22.3.
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The Phrasal effects of the line are more demon-

strable to the ear than to the eye. But one may-

note the diminuendo (Then) of the initial sigh;

the brief crescendo (can I grieve) of the moan

that follows ; and, lastly, the long tremulous cres-

cendo (at grievances foregone) which wails up into

the hopeless groan of the line-ending. Further,

the pace is throbbingly slow in " I grieve at

griev— " and u foregone " ; but this is balanced

by the rapidity of "then can" and "—ances."

Similarly, the low-pitched tones of "grieve" and

" griev
— "and " fore

— "are modulated through

the medium-pitched tones of " I " and " gone " into

the high-pitched tones of "then can," "at," and

M—ances" so as to give the line a wavering

wildness of melodic woe, which, using the tonic

sol-fa notation, might be represented as

—

jm :m :d :1, :m :1, :m :m :1, :d . )

{ Then can I grieve at griev-an - ces fore - gone.
J

And this is aided by the mournful timbre of the

voice on "grieve" and "griev
—

"; by its even

greater solemnity on " fore " ; and by its hopeless

challenge of the past in "gone."

Such intricate rhythmical and arhythmical inter-
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actions exist in, and can be brought out from, any

line in the sonnet. But let us now attempt a more

complete synthesis. Let use try to realize the

marvellous ease and might wherewith the poet's

volcanic imagination fused so many and so diverse

elements into one molten lava, which, columned

and caverned by the fair form he cast it into,

remains, like the Staffa wonder, as a beauteous and

imperishable temple of the soul.

He begins broodingly with the one word

"When"; but a reversal in the first period of

the line, and a shifting of the mid-break to the

centre of this reversal, mark a sudden change in

ideation : as with a catch in his breath comes

the long adverbial interposition (to the sessions

of sweet, silent thought), with its quaint legal

metaphor; its phrasal outburst and failure on

"sessions," as the image strikes him and then

palls ; and its long, fine crescendo in the remaining

four words as he gives himself up to what was

very dear to him. The extra syllable in " sessions
"

aids the pompous, flagging effect discernible just

there; and emphasizes that allegro movement of

this first half of the line which is otherwise en-
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sured by the collocation of seven light syllables, by

the suggestion—thanks to the reversal—of two

falling triples (when to the sessions of), and

by the absence of word-stress in the third period

(—ions of). Then how admirably has the poet

balanced this rapid, longer portion of the line

(When to the sessions of) with the slow, shorter,

final portion ! In the latter (sweet silent thought)

one finds that three of the four syllables are

stressed, and that all of them are heavy. These

effects are heightened by the skilful use of vowel-

music. The rapid half of the line has a succession

of short, somewhat similar, vowel-sounds ; the

slowed half has a few, long, strongly-contrasted

vowels. And alliteration comes in also. Word-

stress on three of the important syllables of the

line is emphasized by the recurring letter "s"

(sess— , sweet, sil—) ; and the very sibilation

gives a soothing effect which is admirably suited

to the thought.

In the second line the legal metaphor is pur-

sued. There are two phrasal crescendos—the

first (I summon up), rapid and successful, made up

of short vowels and liquid consonants, and ending
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in a definite, explosive labial ; the second, broken

by the lack of stress in the fourth period (—ance

of), and yet retarded by reason of the repeated

equal sections (summon up : remembrance . of

things past), the consonantal overcrowding in two

of the unstressed syllables (—ance, things), and

the inversion of the last two words with consequent

consecutive stressing (things past). Moreover, the

first three periods, in spite of their rapidity, have

a feeling of effort from the occurrence of two

assonances there (sum— , up ; remem—). Again,

the four times repeated "s"-sound (now skilfully

hidden) continues the soothing suggestion; and

the many labials (p, b, f, and m) convey a vague

feeling of bigness.

The third line begins with a short phrasal

sough of two assonantic syllables (I sigh) ; marked

off by ellipsis from a long increasing moan (the

lack of many a thing I sought) which takes up the

rest of the line. The poverty therein bewailed is

expressed by the poverty of the metre. There

are no less than three equal sections (I sigh, the

lack, I sought) ; the sections and the periods

coincide thrice (the same words as last quoted)
;
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and the rising rhythm is unvaried throughout.

What saves the line from flatness is the triple (-y a

thing) in the fourth period ; and, indeed, no better

example of the magical effect of this numeral

variation could be given. Then expressive colour

is imparted by the eight diversified vowel-sounds

met with in the longer phrase (the lack of many a

thing I sought) ; by the soothing sibilants at the

beginning and end of the line ; and by the finality

of the gutturals (k and ng) and dentals (th and t)

which confirm the feeling of hopelessness.

The fourth line begins with a diminuendo sigh

on " And " ; but mainly consists of three cres-

cendo sobs of unequal length (with old woes, new

wail, my dear time's waste). The sobbing effect

is heightened by two antitheses (old, new; dear,

waste) ; the adverbial interposition (with old

woes) ; and the inversion (new wail) ; further, the

vacuity of dissatisfaction is expressed by an imper-

fect rime (waste, past). Additional sense of woe

has been given by the slow movement of the line,

weighted as it is by consecutive stresses in every

period except the first (which, however, is itself

emphasized by the reversal) ; and by the asson-
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ances of " old woes " and " wail, waste "
; and, most

of all, by the extraordinary succession of eight

long vowel-sounds in " old woes, new wail, my dear

time's waste." And yet ease and music are im-

parted by this predominance of vowel-sounds, and

by the fact that as many as four syllables begin

with " w,'
1

which is a semi-vowel and much

more fluently pronounceable than any consonant.

Moreover, the letter " w " conveys what has been

called a feeling of " all-abroadness," and that is

just what emotive impulse in the fourth line

demands.

But to continue this expressional synthesis

throughout the remaining ten lines of the sonnet

might be wearisome. Anyone who is interested

would be well-advised to complete it for himself.

The materials are to be found in the two preced-

ing chapters; the method is exemplified above;

the task requires but a little industry ; the results

will magnificently reward any real student of poesy.

For, in the first place, light is thereby thrown

on the principles that govern the composition of

English verse. Nine rules and fifteen sub-rules

have been already formulated as a result of our
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analysis. But we have still to consider how these

are affected by our synthesis. I submit that they

remain unchallenged ; and that the following

additional rules emerge :

—

10. Coincidence of one rhythm with another

creates monotony.

1 1. The clash of rhythm with rhythm, even the

clash of a rhythm with some suggested variety of

the same rhythm, is pleasing.

12. Movement and mood, in verse, depend on

various rhythmical factors. Thus a line is

quickened and brightened by reversals of rising

rhythm, by real or suggested triples in the course

of duple rhythm, by omission of stresses, and by

preponderance of light syllables in a period. Con-

versely, a line is retarded and clouded by con-

secutive stresses, and by preponderance of heavy

syllables in a period.

13. Sounds differ in expressive result according

to the amount of effort required for their pro-

nunciation. Repetition of consonants lessens vocal

effort, repetition of vowels augments it.

14. Consonantal smoothness lightens, consonantal

roughness weightens, a syllable.
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But after all, and finally, to what does this

elaborate synthesis tend? To meaning: emotional

meaning. Not a rhythm, not a variation, is un-

necessary; each is needed, all are needed, to convey

the poet's cry. Emotional convection—there is

the motive behind it all ; there, the justification for

it all ; there, the guerdon after all. What, then,

is the meaning so harmoniously conveyed? It is,

as in all true poems, both personal and universal.

To grasp the personal meaning one must remember

that this poem is one out of a series of 126 sonnets

addressed by Shakspere to a friend, a young

man, beautiful, high-born, passionately loved. His

name (interesting as the question is) does not con-

cern us here. The sonnet was probably written

when Shakspere, now about thirty years old,

had been ten years in London, and was working

at the great Romeo-and-Juliet theme. It was

called forth by some compelled absence from his

friend; possibly by reason of a provincial tour

with fellow-players. The poet's mood is one of

longing for the Beloved. He is melancholy and

sleepless. In his loneliness he is pestered by a

swarm of gloomy thoughts—thoughts about his
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failures, his wasted chances, his dead comrades, his

lost love ; but above, and away from, all these he

triumphantly soars when he fixes his attention on

his deep-loved other self.

That is the personal meaning, and it is unmis-

takable. The universal meaning, however, is less

easily grasped, and cannot be so definitely put.

Part of it is obvious enough. The torture of

regret and failure, of remorse and sundered love, is

a common human experience. But not so common

is the cure indicated—a cure by meditation on the

dearest dear. And yet that lesson is a huge and

helpful truth. The sole remedy for a fit of the

blues is concentration of the mind on some joyous

image. Thus one refuses to be passive and the

sport of circumstance ; thus one insists on action

and ennoblement. And few more joyous ideas

can be devised than the image of a dear-loved

friend. Yet even this, it may be demurred, does

not provide a meaning that is universal ; for many

of us fail to find a human heart so charged

for our behoof with radiant consolatory power.

True; and yet, for all that, universal meaning

does inform the poem. For, every one, without
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exception, has, always open to him, always inviting

him, the all-transforming love of the All-Father.

And happy indeed is he who can say from his own

unshakable experience

—

" But if, the while, I think on Thee, dear Friend,

All losses are restored and sorrows end !

"



VIII

POESIAL VERIFICATION: THE LYRIC TEST

Foot-Rule and Divining-Rod

In the course of the last three chapters, reversing

the familiar, nursery-rimed exploit of the King of

France and his armament, we marched downhill

and then marched up again. Having taken

Shakspere's thirtieth sonnet as our typical English

poem, we isolated, by a process of analysis, the

various rhythms and rhythmic variations. Then,

by a process of synthesis, we combined these back

into unity ; thus imitating, clumsily yet reverently,

the quite incomprehensible commotions which must

have thrilled young Shakspere to the marrow when

he wrote. All this, as was proper, led up to some

better understanding of the sonnet's meaning.

But, though Meaning is, and must ever be, for

singer and sifter alike, the first and final cause of

a poem, it is not our main concern in this inquiry.

We are in quest of the principles that govern the

composition of English verse. And, as one result

67
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of our prolonged analysis and synthesis, those

principles have shaped themselves into fourteen

rules and fifteen sub-rules.

Now, these rules and sub-rules, it is contended,

suffice to explain, not only the structure of a

Shaksperian sonnet, but also the structure of all

English ten-syllabled verse. And this latter term

covers the bulk, and the best, of what has been

done in British poetry. Yet the wary reader,

even should he grant this huge contention, may

doubt whether these rules can explain the numerous

other English verse-forms as well. Let the doubt

be probed. And first let us inquire how far the

suggested rules avail us in lyric verse. Let us

take as our test-specimen that masterly song from

" As You Like It " which is printed inside the cover

of this book. One glance will show that its

regularities and irregularities differ sufficiently from

those of the sonnet to make the test a severe one.

Applying, then, in the first place, our Archi-

tectonic rule, we perceive that the song consists of

two sixain staves each followed by the quatrain

refrain. To begin with, let us limit attention

to the staves. Each of them contains two

tercets ; and each tercet consists of a consecutively-
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rimed couplet, tailed by an odd line which rimes

with its fellow-tailer. The riming-scheme is thus,

a a b c c b. In each stave there is a defiance in the

first line ; a justification in the next two lines ; and

an amplification of this latter in the remaining three

lines. Symmetry is thus well-marked. There are,

however, some subtle asymmetries—for example,

the transposed order of thought in the two terminal

amplifications; or the imperfect rimes (—tude,

rude) in the two tailers of the first sixain, as well

as (warp, sharp) in the final couplet of the second

sixain—and these variations are enough to remove

any suggestion of monotony.

The Phrasal Rhythm, as shown in the following

scheme,

Blow
||
blow

||
thou winter wind

j|

Thou
||

art not so unkind

As man's ingratitude
||

Thy tooth
||

is not
||
so keen

||

Because thou art not seen
||

Although
||
thy breath be rude

|j
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Freeze
||
freeze

||
thou bitter sky

Thou
||
dost not bite so nigh

As benefits forgot
||

Though
||
thou

||
the waters warp

||

Thy sting
||

is not so sharp

As friend remembered not
||

is identical in the first three lines of each stave.

But each of the two second tercets presents a

phrasal rhythm of its own, and these differ in

delightful accordance with their differing thought-

orders. Here, again, we find that added discords

may raise a concord to yet fairer harmony.

Little need be said about the Lineal Rhythm.

The lines are uniformly three-measured ; and are

six-syllabled, though the twelfth has (to the eye)

seven syllables. End-break is weakened to a half-

break between lines 2 and 3, 8 and 9, 11 and 12.

Rime is uniformly present.

The Sectional Rhythm is, as usual, much less

obvious. In almost all the lines there are two
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pauses, an end-break and a mid-break ; however,

there is no lack of variety, for two of the lines

(1 and 7) have an extra half-break; and, as we

have already seen, three lines (2, 8, 1 1) have their

end-break weakened to a half. Then the pause-

distribution, as may be noted from the following

section-scheme.

Pause Distribution.

1

.

Blow • blow : thou winter wind :

2. Thou art not : so unkind •

3. As : man's ingratitude :

4. Thy tooth : is not so keen :

5. Because thou : art not seen :

6. Although thy breath : be rude :

7. Freeze • freeze : thou bitter sky

:

8. Thou dost not bite : so nigh •

9. As : benefits forgot :

10. Though thou : the waters warp :

1 1

.

Thy sting is not : so sharp •

12. As : friend remembered not

:

Sectional
Stress- placing.

Sectional
Syllabic Length.

1*1:4:

3 :

1 :

2 :

3

4

: 3

: 5

: 4

: 3

: 2

Number of

Stresses in

each line.

4

3

2
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Sectional

Stress-placing.

Number of

Stresses in

EACH LINE.

4

3

2

3

3

3

is also sufficiently diversified. Further, of course,

the syllabic length of the sections varies with the

pause-placing ; accordingly, a list of numerals

denoting these lengths is printed alongside our

scheme, so that their constant diversity from line

to line, and their wayward alternating identity and

diversity in the comparative course of the two

staves may be clear. Artful variation may be

noted, as well, in the number of word-stresses

allotted to each section; some have two, some

have one, some have none at all. Still more

cunning contrasts are evident when we note the

relative position of the stress in each section.

The two first tercets of each stave, alike in so

many other respects, are now seen to vary ; and

the two second tercets, unlike in so many respects,

are now seen to be still more unlike in this regard.
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We may note also that in only four lines (4, 6, 10,

1
1
) out of the twelve does a section coincide with

a period; and that the tameness which results just

there is an effective foil to the melodious wildness

elsewhere.

Concerning the Periodic Rhythm few words will

suffice. Each line in these two staves is written

in three-period measure; and this rhythm is in-

variable. It may be represented thus :—ss, ss, ss,

using the letter "s"to signify a syllable. How-

ever, concerning the word-stress which punctuates

the rhythm, more must be said. There are nor-

mally three stresses to the line ; and eight of the

lines are true to this norm. But in the remaining

four lines variations crop up. For, in both staves,

the first line has four stresses, and the third line

has only two. Each stave is thus, as regards the

number of stresses to the line, asymmetrical in

itself, and yet symmetrical with its fellow.

Undulant Rhythm is of the rising-wave type

throughout both sixains. And yet no monotony

creeps in ; for the distribution of stresses in the

periods is just as delightfully varied as in the

sections.
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First Stave. Second Stave.

1. VV XV OV 7. VV XV ov
2. V O XV OV 8. V O XV OV
3. OV OV OO 9. OV OO OV
4. OV OV OV 10. OV OV OV
5. OV OO XV 11. OV OV OV
6. OV OO OV 12. OV OV OV

Thus, consecutive stresses occur in the first period of

lines i and 7. A reversal is found in the first period

of lines 2 and 8. Omitted stress is discernible in the

last period of the third line, and in the second period

of the ninth line. Compensation is exemplified also;

for, in line 5, we find an omitted stress in the second

period, followed by two consecutive stresses in the

third period. Thus, in more than half the lineswe can

discover some ear-refreshing undulant irregularity.

As in the case of the sonnet, so here, we find

that the Numeral Rhythm is duple in type; and

that, normally, the unstressed odd syllables are

light, while the stressed even syllables are heavy.

But variations abound. Though there are no

triples (unless a rising triple be allowed in the last

period of line 12), yet the syllabic weights are so

wonderfully diversified throughout our two staves

that no line occurs in which all three periods are

normally weighted. This unexpected fact is most

easily studied in schematic form as follows :

—
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First Stave. Second Stave.

& u u u— 9.'— u u u

From this it appears that only one line (3) occurs

in which two periods are normally weighted ; seven

lines (i, 4, 5, 9, 10, 11, 12) occur in which one

period is normally weighted ; and four lines (2, 6, 7,

8) occur in which no period is normally weighted.

In fact, out of the thirty-six periods only nine

contain the normal sequence of a light syllable

followed by a heavy; no less than twenty-three

contain two heavies ; while the remaining four con-

tain a heavy followed by a light. Thus we

discover, throughout the staves, a charming variety

of weight-distribution ; and an equally charming

relation (sometimes intensive, sometime combative)

to the several other concurrent and interwoven

rhythms.

On hearkening for Phonal Rhythms we find an

even more expressive richness both of chime and

of clash. Assonance is obvious in such repetitions

as "Blow, blow", and "Freeze, freeze"; but it

is, though veiled, yet more effective in such lines
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as the third, where, out of the six vowel-sounds,

"a" occurs thrice and "i" occurs twice; or the

ninth, where there are assonances of both " o

"

and " e "
; or the twelfth, where the vowel-sound

" e " recurs four times in succession to the ear, and

five times to the eye. Now, it is worth noting

that these three assonantic lines are precisely the

pessimistic lines of the poem. On the other

hand, the brighter lines (as 2, 4, 5, 8) are full of

vowel-diversity ; in not one of them is there an

assonance.

The use made of alliteration is equally subtle

and effective. In the first line we find repetitions

of " b ", " 1
", " w ", " n "

; and also three dentals.

In its comrade-line, the seventh, we find among

the twelve consonants, three sibilants, three trills,

three labials, and two dentals. In the sixth line

there are two labials, three trills, and four dentals.

The tenth line, which is the most magical in the

poem, begins its first three words with " th ", and

its last two with " w " ; moreover, it contains two

" r's " and a fourth dental, " t ". As a matter of

fact, no line in the two staves is devoid of allitera-

tion, open or concealed. And to this is due much
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of the sweetness of the verse. Yet the device is

never obtruded. Few readers realize that in the

twelfth line nine of the thirteen consonants are

alliterated ; while, of the remaining four, three are

all but alliterations.

Thus far the rhythmic elucidation of this chosen

lyric has been easy. The staves are so regularly

built that our poetic foot-rule has been applicable

without much difficulty. But, when we consider

the refrain, the validity of our foot-rule is not at

first so manifest. And yet here also one can show

that, when applied, it measures true.

Architectonically, the use of the refrain, as an

irregular quatrain recurring at the close of each

regular sixain, is quite obvious and quite charming.

Its internal architectonics, however, are less obvious.

There are four lines riming consecutively, one of

the rimes being a daring, yet successful, repetition.

The riming scheme is thus, d, d, d, d. The first

line is a melodious mock-sorrowful paean to that

never-fading holly, which so fitly symbolizes those

who in the woodlands learn to be serene,

" Knowing that Nature never did betray

The heart that loved her."
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The second is a cynical denunciation of poor

human nature, as both trivial and treacherous in

comparison with our great and steadfast Mother

Nature. The third line briefly hammers home

the first ; and the fourth line clenches the notional

s\ nail with a short but glad assertion of the joys of

oneness with All. There is thus a rough symmetry,

the two long lines being balanced against one

another, and the two short lines (also nicely

balanced) forming a summary tail to the longer

couplet. Yet monotony does not even suggest

itself.

That the Phrasal Rhythms of the refrain are

also highly varied may be seen from the scheme

here given :

—

Heigh
||
ho

||
sing heigh ho

||
unto the green holly

||

1

Most friendship is feigning
||
most loving mere folly

Then heigh
||
ho

||
the holly

||

This life is most jolly
||

The three phrases that begin the first line are

adagio in pace, while the conclusion quickens to
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an andante. The whole of the second line is

allegro, thus betraying the farce of its assumed

pessimism. Then, in the third line, the first two

phrases quiet down to largo, while the last is

andante again. Finally, the greater part of the

last line is adagio, as befits the mock-sorrowful

suggestion, till, with a presto burst on the last two

syllables, the fun becomes quite manifest.

Lineal Rhythm is apparently highly irregular.

For, though each line is rimed and has an end-

break, yet the first line has eleven syllables, the

second has twelve, while the third and fourth have

only six syllables each. For all that, as we shall

see when we consider the periods, the lines are

built on a strictly uniform plan.

Still less does the Sectional Rhythm explain

itself. The pause-distribution is undeniably diffi-

cult. To me it seems that there are four pauses

in each of the first two lines, and three pauses in

each of the second two. I would place them as

follows :

—

„
Pause Distribution.

1. Heigh ho • sing heigh ho : unto • the green holly:

2. Most friendship • is feigning : most loving . mere folly :

3. Then • heigh ho • the holly :

4. This life • is • most jolly :
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Sectional

Syllabic Lengths.

2-3:2-4:

i • 2 •
3 :

2 • 1 •
3 :

From the scheme of figures here printed, the

sectional syllabic lengths, their variety, and their

relative placing, are evident. It is noteworthy

that the tame sequence of like sections in the

second line consorts with its cheap and hollow

cynicism ; indeed these four sections are penuri-

ously identical even as regards position of the

word-stress.

Always, despite apparent mutinies, our under-

lying Periodic Rhythm preserves inviolate the reign

of law. The clue to it in this refrain may be

found in the second line. There, the four word-

stresses reveal the existence of four and a half

periods; and, once these have been felt, it is not

difficult to discern their presence in the other

lines as well. That this basal structure may be

quite clear to the reader another scheme must be

given :

—
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1. SS sss SS SSS s

2. SS sss sss sss s

3. SS
V
s SS s

4. SS
V

SS
V
s s

Now, it may be remembered that in our fifth

chapter the statement was made regarding periods

that " each contains either syllables, or silences, or

both in varying proportion." As there were no

silences in the sonnet-periods this statement could

not then be fully proved. Here, however, we find

a proof. In our last couplet two periods are

wholly silent ; while two others contain, each of

them, a silence and one syllable. Yet, be it

observed, not every syllable can constitute a period.

For if a zealot were to contend that the half-

period at the end of each line ought really to rank

as a fifth period (containing a syllable followed by

a silence), the rational answer would be that, as

the syllable in question is always an unstressed

one, no period can thus be formed.

Just as in the case of periodic rhythm, so also

in the case of Undulant Rhythm, the clue to its

nature is to be found in the jog-trot second line.

Taking word-stress as our guide, we recognize that
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the wave movement is of rising type, with a half

wave curling over at the end of each line. The

variations, however, are many and effective. There

is a reversal in the third period of the first line.

Every other period in the first two lines (except

the second period of line 2), contains consecutive

stresses. Compensation occurs twice in,

O X VVOO X vo
sing heigh ho unto the green holly.

Omitted stress occurs, of course, in the two silent

periods. All these points are best brought out

by a scheme constructed out of our three

now-familiar stress marks :

—

1. XV oxv vo oxv o
2. XV oov oxv oxv o
3. OV V OV O
4. OV OV V O

The Numeral Rhythm of the refrain cannot be

so confidently dealt with. There is in the run of

this quatrain a strong triple suggestion
;

yet, when

the period-contents are strictly tested by syllabic

weight and word-stress, the preponderant arrange-

ment is found to be once more of duple type.

Another scheme will demonstrate this fact.

2'. u —
3. u—
4. U— —

u u— u u
u u u

uu u
u u
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From this one notes that of the sixteen periods,

seven are disyllabic, five are trisyllabic, two are

monosyllabic, and two contain no syllables at all.

This arrangement seems various enough ; but one

may further remark that only in the second line

are similar numeral periods contiguous. And,

when the distribution of syllabic weights is con-

sidered, still further diversity emerges. One

would expect the normal numeral sequence to be

a light syllable followed by a heavy. Yet we find

this only twice in the sixteen periods ; while, of

the other possible combinations, we get a silent

period twice ; a single light syllable (excepting

the terminal half-periods) only once ; a single

heavy, once ; two lights, once ; a heavy and a

light, once ; two heavies, three times ; a light

and two heavies, once ; a light a heavy and a

light, once ; two heavies and a light, twice ; three

heavies, once. And they are so arranged that

only once (in that useful second line, of course)

are periods of the same syllabic weight contiguous.

Yet, if one traces the scheme vertically, one finds

that the first two periods in each couplet are

almost identical; while the second two in each
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couplet, though somewhat similar, are curiously

cross-varied. Lastly, the clash of this weight-

distribution with the rhythms already studied

—

undulant, periodic, sectional, and phrasal— is

strongly marked and most delightful.

When we pass to Phonal Rhythm we find anew

the subtle harmonies that Shakspere has by this

time taught us to expect. Assonance is present in

every line. The characteristic "ei" and "o"

sounds of the first line repeat themselves in " feign
"

and "most" of the second line; more, the u i",

which occurs twice in the first line, occurs no less

than five times in the second. But all four

lines are linked together by the long and short

" o " sounds. These occur three times in each of

the first two lines, and twice in each of the

second two lines. Withal, vowel-diversity is

carefully preponderant. Taking the four lines

in succession, one finds in the first line eight

diverse vowels against three assonances ; in the

second line, seven against five ; in the third line,

five against one ; and in the last line, four against

two. This gives a total of twenty-four diversities

against eleven vowel similarities.
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Alliteration is used in a no less masterly

manner. The " h ", which is so prominent in the

refrain, does not occur in either stave. Con-

versely, the u th," which is so prominent in the

staves, recurs thrice in the last couplet of the

refrain, as if to bind it to the main song.

Similarly, in the refrain itself, the alternate lines

are linked by identical consonants: the first and

third by " h ", which occurs in them no less than

eight times, and by two dentals (th or t) in each

;

the second and fourth lines by the occurrence, in

each, of M s " three times, and " 1 " twice. But,

in this matter of alliteration, manifest or hidden,

the second line is most remarkable. For we find

that "f" and "m" and "s" occur thrice; that

1, r, n, t, and ng, each occur twice ; while all

the remaining consonants (v, p, sh, d) are closely

allied to some of those already mentioned. These

alliterative facts, together with the vowel diver-

sity, help to explain why such a letter-crammed

line does, when actually spoken, run so smoothly.

Well, the refrain and the staves have now been

scientifically studied. But in every science one

must test continually: one must prove all things
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and hold fast only that which is good. And imple-

ments, especially, should never be considered

faultless. Readers, therefore, who grant that

our poesial foot-rule can reveal, in even so

familiar a lyric, certain unsuspected graces of

proportion, may reasonably next inquire how far

the tool itself has stood the test. I submit that

it remains efficient ; but that certain of its com-

ponents ought to be slightly modified. Thus, to

Rule 4 an important sentence may now be added

:

—" five syllables. The number of sections

in a line is one less than the number of periods."

Rule 5 requires this interpolation : — " Each

periods. These are indicated by the

word-stresses. An unstressed syllable cannot con-

stitute a period. The number of periods

measure." Then, Rule 7 requires this addendum :

—u syllabic weight; and the predominating

number denotes the numeral rhythm of the line."

Further, Sub-rule (/) should read: " End-break

may be absent or weakened." Sub-rule (d)

should read :
" The number of syllables in a line

may be slightly more, or vastly less, than the

norm." Sub-rule (e) should read: "The number
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of pauses in a line may be more, or less, than the

norm." Sub-rule (k) should read: " Omitted

stress is legitimate in any period of a line." And

to Sub-rule (/) a sentence must be added :
" In

any period, syllables may be wholly or partly

replaced by silences."

And now, after this long explication of a single

short lyric, the question, u What's the good of it

all?" may well be asked. In answer one must

urge the scientific interest of denuded structure

and of unveiled law. This, as was avowed at the

beginning, is our main concern in these articles.

But one may further urge that the poetic foot-

rule, so constructed, has in addition made definite

for our consciousness such an artistic interest as

arises from the discovery of latent, interwoven

harmonies or lurking lights and shades ; and such

a moral interest as arises from the rejection of

human fickleness through man's quest after

Nature's calm; and such a spiritual interest as

arises from the hint of man and Nature's ultimate

identitude in The One-and-All.

Moreover, if other vindication be required, one

may point out that, just as the music in Wagner's
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dramas usually provides a key to the emotional

force of his words, so do the rhythmic effects in

this poem supply a key to the emotional forces

which (unconsciously enough, no doubt) swayed

Shakspere while he wrote. His words appeal

to Understanding ; but (and this is far more im-

portant) his rhythms appeal to Feeling. Pains,

admittedly, are needed to distinguish these effects.

But are not pains well spent when they can tap

for us that oceanic profundity, that inexhaustible

fountain, the sub-liminal consciousness of mankind's

master-poet ?



IX

POESIAL VERIFICATION: SOME CRUCIAL
TESTS

Challenge-proof

Our poesial foot-rule, constructed out of certain

analysed elements of verse, has now been doubly-

tested ; first, in a reconstruction of the dissected

sonnet; secondly, on a chosen lyric. It has

proved itself to be not only a reliable foot-rule,

but also, and no less, a divining-rod for the dis-

covery of deep-hid, living waters of emotion. It

now lies ready for extended use. Two logical plans

tempt us ; first, an application of the foot-rule

to all successively-arising English verse-forms, as

chronicled, for example, in Professor Saintsbury's

delightful "History of English Prosody"; secondly,

an application of the foot-rule to all now-persisting

English verse-forms, as displayed, for example, in

the various excellent anthologies which abound.
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But either plan would be too lengthy for our

present purpose. Here one can only try to interest

and indicate.

However, if the prosodic knight-militant may

not now quest forth on either of those tempting

paths, he yet may break a lance with such

opponents as accost his tent and smite his shield.

Of these, the first and most insistent is Triple-

Rhythmed Verse. For though, as we have stated

already, the greatest mass of English verse has

been wrought in duple rhythm, yet there exists

a large, and growing, and highly-delectable, body

of triple-rhythmed poetry, which we may not, if

we would, ignore. Now, while studying the

refrain to Shakspere's lyric, this rhythm was

partially dealt with. Here, in addition, one must

point out that what has been said, while con-

sidering duple-rhythmed verse, about the various

architectonic, and phrasal, and lineal, and sectional,

and periodic, and phonal rhythms, applies just as

truly to triple-rhythmed verse. Even what was

said with regard to undulant rhythm holds

good ; the only difference being that in triple-

rhythmed verse there is room for not merely
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a rising wave-movement, ^^^, as, Sp''**tf
/0

v v v v / -/# l^J^K
With a hey

|
and a ho

|
and a hey

|
nonino

|

,
-^-^^

and a falling wave-movement,^^^ as, /

Come away,
|
come away,

|
Death | , v

but also for an arching wave-movement, ( "^ ,as,

v v v y
She loved not

|
the savour

|
of tar nor

|
of pitch

|

.

The real peculiarity of triple-rhythmed verse,

however (as indeed the term connotes), is an

affair of numeral rhythm. Yet even here there

is no difficulty. For precisely the same principles

apply as in the case of duple-rhythmed verse.

The distinctive feature is that trisyllabic periods

predominate. And among these triples, of course,

disyllabic, or monosyllabic, or silent, periods may

be mingled at will, though in subordinate pro-

portions. For example,

V V V V

My
J
shroud of

|
white stuck

|
all with

|

yew

O pre
I

pare it
| ,

though apparently duple-rhythmed, does really,

by means of inserted silences, carry on the triple
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rhythm of the preceding lines. If " s " be used

to betoken a syllable, and "m" to betoken a

muted or silent fraction of a period, this couplet

may be represented schematically thus :

—

V V V V

s
I

s m s
I

s m s
I

s m s|s mm|
sms|sms|mmm|mmm|

Whence it emerges that such disyllabic periods

as "shroud of" and " white stuck" are potentially

triple ; and that such a monosyllabic period as

"yew" is also potentially triple; and that after

" prepare it " there occur two triple periods which

contain nothing but silences.

The observant reader, however, may have noted

that, at the beginning of one of these lines, an

unstressed syllable, "my," remains unexplained.

In all falling-rhythmed verse, duple as well as

triple, such initial unstressed syllables frequently

occur. Indeed a line may begin with two of

them ; as, for example,
V V V

"lam
J

slain by a
|
fair cruel

|
maid."

This device is just as legitimate and effective as

was the use (in the refrain to " Blow, blow ") of

an unstressed syllable at the end of a rising-
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rhythmed line. If the latter device be called the

downcurl of a wave-movement, the former may be

called the upcurl. In each case these extra-

periodic syllables tend to confuse one's sense of

undulant rhythm; for the upcurl makes a falling

rhythm sound like a rising one, and (though to a

less extent) the downcurl gives to rising rhythm a

falling effect. But, that upcurl and downcurl are

akin is evident when one considers the undulant

rhythm of any couplet in which either occurs.

One realizes then that often an upcurl continues

the undulant rhythm from line to line, without

a break, by putting syllables into what would

otherwise be silent spaces in the terminal period

of the preceding line ; as,

V V V

Not a flower, I not a flower I sweet
V V V

On my \ black coffin
|
let there be

|
strown

|

Conversely, one often finds that the downcurl fills

up one or more silences in the first period of the

following line ; as in,

The heaven
|
such grace

|
did lend

|
her

v v v v

That
J

she might
|
admir

|
ed be.

|
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Indeed, by taking upcurl and downcurl into

account, the prosodist can dispense with arching

-7 triple rhythm : he finds that the rising and the

\ falling suffice for all scansional needs.

More than this, so tolerant of unstressed syl-

lables is our English rhythm-sense, that poets

have had no hesitation in varying triple rhythm

with an occasional quadruple period. Such an

instance is found in the first line of Desdemona's

song,

V V V V

"A
\
poor soul sat

I

sighing by a
I

sycamore
I

tree |,"

where the stress on " sigh- " is sufficient to carry

the three unstressed syllables that follow it.

Further, very beautiful poems have been written

with quadruple rhythm as the dominant numeral

factor. Take, for example, this quatrain from

George Meredith's "Love in a Valley."

V V V V

Shy as the I squirrel, and I wayward as the
|
swallow I

V V V

Swift as the
|
swallow when a

|
thwart the western

|

flood
v v v

Circling the
|
surface he

|
meets his mirrored I

winglets —
|V V V V

Is that
|
dear one in her

|
maiden | bud.
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Now, this may be scanned (if silences be read into

eleven of the stressed syllables, and omitted stress

be allowed in eight of the other periods) as duple

seven-measured verse ; or (if the licence of addi-

tional unstressed syllables be allowed in six of the

periods, and if silences be read into six others) as

triple four-measured verse ; but I prefer to read it

as quadruple four-measured verse, richly varied by

means of silences in ten of the periods. For then,

on counting, one finds that there are six quadruples

in it, against four triples and four duples and two

unal periods. And, if the quatrain be read scan-

ningly in those three ways, one after the other,

there can, I think, be no question as to the loftier

melodiousness of the last plan.

From Falling-Rhythmed Verse there peals the

next prosodic challenge ; but it proves as fleeting

as that of the historic urchin who chalked " No
Popery " and ran away. For investigation speedily

shows that all the rhythms we found in rising verse

are present here also. Indeed this falling-rhythm

has already been heard in the quotations dealt with

under tripled and quadrupled verse, and it will be

further exemplified in the present chapter.
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Another prosodic difficulty which challenges

attention is the very short line found in such

poems as Herrick's " To Daffodils," or Shakspere's

"Under the Greenwood Tree." But, on looking

into the matter, one soon realizes that there need

be no difficulty here about most of our rhythms

;

for architectonic, lineal, periodic, numeral, undulant,

and phonal rhythms can be disentangled precisely

as in other poems. Any difficulty regarding phrasal

rhythm is only apparent, since that rhythm (as we

saw even in the long decasyllabic lines of our

sonnet) is quite independent of lineal rhythm.

Thus the phrasing of Herrick's lovely lines might

be marked out as follows :

—

We die
||

As your hours do
||
and dry

Away
||

Like to
||
the Summer's rain

||

Or
||
as the pearls of morning dew

||

Ne'er to be found again
||

.

The difficulty regarding sectional rhythm is just as

imaginary. For, however short a line may be, it

either splits into sections as usual; or contains,
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and coincides with, one complete section. Thus,

in the song we are considering, the sectional

rhythm of the latter part of the first stave might

be marked out thus:

—

Stay : stay :

Until : the hasting day :

Has run :

But • to the evensong :

And : having prayed together : we •

Will go : with you along :

But perhaps our doughtiest prosodic challenger

is that seemingly shapeless chant which was

adopted and ennobled by Walt Whitman. Yet,

even in this poetic form, calm scrutiny soon proves

that architectonic, phrasal, lineal, sectional, and

phonal rhythms can be readily distinguished.

Undulant rhythm is less evident ; but it is always

there. It is, however, usually mixed ; for falling

and rising wave-movements occur interchangeably,

just as the poet's passing emotion may command.

For example, take the fine lines :

—

V V V V

O to
I

struggle a
|

gainst great
|
odds, to meet

|

V V

enemies un
|
daunted !

|

G
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V V V

To be entire
|
ly alone

|
with them, to find

|
how

V V

much
|
one can stand !

|

v v v v v

To look
|
strife,

|
torture,

|

prison,
|

popular od|ium,
V V

face
|
to face !

|

To mount
|
the scafF|old, to advance

|
to the

V V V V

muzz|les of guns
|
with per|fect non-|

chalance !

To be
|
indeed

|
a God !

|

Here the first line is in falling rhythm, the second

in rising rhythm, the third in both rhythms, and

the fourth and fifth in rising rhythm alone. Now,

this undulant mixedness is not a licence peculiar

to Walt Whitman. All our great poets use it

:

witness Shakspere's "Tell me, where is Fancy

bred?", Milton's " L'Allegro," and Shelley's

"When the lamp is shattered." Whitman simply

pushes the licence further, and uses it more often.

He claims the right to have his wave-movements

riotously responsive to every surge of his weltering

emotion. It is a dangerous claim. But in his case

it is, for the most part, justified by the glorious

result.
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Similarly, though numeral rhythm is even less

apparent in Walt Whitman's chants, this, too, is

always there. Let us listen for it in some random-

chosen lines. And first

:

V V V V V
M No arr|ay of

|
terms can

|
say

|
how much

|
I am

V V V

at peace
|
about God

|
and about death |"

Here, out of the eight periods, two are quadruple,

one is triple, four are duple, and one is unal.

We must call it, therefore, after the predominant

partner, a duple-rhythmed line. Again, we find

:

V V V V v
" Swiftly a

J

rose and
|
spread a

|
round me the

|

peace

and
I

knowledge that
|

pass all the
|
argument

|

V

of the earth. |

"

Here, out of the nine periods, six are triple,

and three are duple ; therefore the line must, on

the whole, be considered a triple-rhythmed line

Again

:

" What do you su|ppose will
|
satisfy the

|
soul ex-|

v v v v

cept to walk
|
free and

|
own no su|perior?

|'
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Here, out of eight periods, two are quadruple, two

are triple, and four are duple. Seemingly, then, it

ought to be called a duple-rhythmed line. But, to

my ear, there seems to be a lurking silence in

"walk," and again in "own." In that case the

two apparent triples must rank as quadruples ; and

then, the ratio being four quadruples to four

duples, either of the two numbers might be used

to denominate the line. I would prefer to call it

quadruple rhythm. Indeed, I would not quarrel

with any reader-aloud who, feeling the presence of

two silences in each of the four duples, would

render the line as one built-up of eight quadruple

periods.

But space and time forbid any further indulgence

in this facile yet fascinating arithmetic. What
has been said goes far to prove that Walt Whit-

man is just as unfettered, and as varied, and as

emotion-swayed, in the matter of numeral rhythm

as in the matter of undulant rhythm. He pays

little attention to syllabic weight. Word-stress is

his punctuator ; and he uses, whenever he pleases,

the old Anglo-Saxon practice of putting any

number of unstressed syllables between his stressed
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ones. Thus it happens that from his poetry may

be picked out many periods much more highly-

numbered than even the quadruples we have

instanced.

Yet, after all, the crux with regard to Walt

Whitman's chants, as with regard to all verse-

forms, is the periodic rhythm. If this be present,

the chant is verse : if it be absent, the chant is

prose. Now, in " Leaves of Grass," there are

poems whose periodic rhythm is unmistakable.

For example, u O Captain, my Captain " is written

throughout in seven-period measure. For, if the

magically-managed silences be duly valued, it will

be found that even the short-lined quatrains resolve

themselves into seven-period couplets. Again, in

" Out of the Cradle " one can find such a

three-measured stave as,

v v v

Shine I shine I shine I

v v v

Pour down I your warmth
|

great sun
|V V V

While we bask
|
we two

|
togeth

|
er

But this is unusual. For the most part Walt

Whitman insists on varying his measure with

every line, just as emotion may prompt him. In
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the following stave, for example, we find a three-

measured, a five-measured, and a nine-measured

line :

—

Then we
|
burst forth

|
and float

|v >r v v v i

In Time
|
and Space

|
O soul

|

prepared I for them I

v V V V V V V

Equal
|
equipt

|
at last

|
O joy

|
O fruit

|
of all

|
them to

|

fulfil
|
O soul

|

And yet, I submit, this irregular triplet could well

be arranged as a regular stave of six three-

measured lines, if only a period of silences were

admitted after u for them." However, taking the

chants as their author printed them, one can

always, even in his lengthiest lines and his crudest

catalogues, find a periodic rhythm if one reads

with word-stress as the punctuator. Indeed, mere

variation of measure-number from line to line is no

innovation. All English poets have done it in

their lyrics ; many (as Wordsworth and Gray)

have done it in their odes ; some (as Chaucer and

Pope) have done it in their riding-rime narratives

;

others (as Shakspere and Milton) have done it in

their blank verse. Just as in the case of numeral

and undulant variations, Walt Whitman has merely
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laid hold of a recognized poetic licence, and has

pushed it to any extreme that emotion may have

demanded. And I, for one, feel that, in by fat

the greater bulk of his poetry, he has justified this

daring.

Another prosodic challenge arises from the use

of genuine Greek metres in the construction of

English verse. Among these the hexameter occurs

most often, and it is fair to take it as a type of

the whole class. But at once we must distinguish

between the so-called accentual hexameter, where

word-stress is used as punctuator, and the true

quantitative hexameter, where (as an exception

which probes Rule 5) syllabic weight is used

as punctuator. Of the former kind, Charles

Kingsley's "Andromeda " is an opulent storehouse.

Such a line as the following shows what can be

done in the medium :

—

Silvery
|
fish ' wreathed

|
shell : and the

|
strange •

lithe
I

things of the
|
water :

|

4 • 2 : 3 • 2 • 4 :

In the latter kind, Mr Robert Bridges (as in so

much else !) is the greatest English artist. Three
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lines from his " Epistle to a Socialist in London "

show what can be done in this very different

medium :

—

Simple it
|
is • (you

|
say) : God

|
is good

|

- Natur'

is
|
ample - :

|

Earth • yields
|

plenty for
|
all - : and

|
all ' might

|

share • in a
|
bundance :

|

Were profit
|
and "la

|
Sour : but

|

• fairly di-
|

vided • a
|
mong them :

|

4-2:3-5:
1 -5:2-2-4:
1-5:1-5-3:

Now, in both kinds, periodic rhythm, that funda-

mental quality of verse, is clamantly supreme ; and

one can easily distinguish architectonic, phrasal,

lineal, undulant and phonal rhythms as well.

Sectional rhythm is less obvious. But there

seem to be five pauses in the typical hexameter

line—an end-break ; a mid-break (the caesura)

;

and three half-breaks, of which one usually occurs

before, and two after, the mid-break. These

pauses, with the sectional syllabic numbers, are
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printed under each quotation so that, even to a

casual eye, their distribution may be clear. Lastly,

the numeral rhythm of hexameter verse presents

no difficulty save that of nomenclature. And in

this matter, while admitting the weightiness of

arguments for the duple theory, one must surely

bow to the predominance of triple periods and call

the hexameter a triple-rhythmed line.

Well, this purely quantitative English verse

may, or may not, please individuals; but it does

open up certain far-stretching vistas to the pros-

odist. For, undeniably, Mr Robert Bridges (that

metrical iconoclast, that melodious revolutionist)

has added a new instrument to the orchestral

resources of English poesy : and this merely by

an accurate and fearless use of syllabic weight,

instead of word-stress, as his periodic punctuator.

Similarly, Walt Whitman, working less know-

ingly but even more boldly, cast aside certain

old-world rhythmical shackles; and then, a cheerful

outlaw, ranged abroad and pioneered for English

verse a new poesial continent. Some hint of

this has already been given ; in addition it is

worth noting that he often uses phrasal rhythm
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very much as other poets have used periodic

rhythm, and that thus he achieves a larger, a

more massive, a more organ-voiced effect. Many

an example might be given; but the following

stave (which contains three phrases to the line)

will serve to show what is meant:

—

soul
||
thou pleasest me

||
I thee

||

Sailing these seas
||
or on the hills

||
or waking in

the night
||

Thoughts, silent thoughts
||

of Time and Space

and Death
||

like waters flowing
||

Bear me
||
indeed

||
as through the regions infinite

||

Whose air I breathe
||
whose ripples hear

||
lave

me all over
||

Bathe me
||
O God in thee

||
mounting to thee

||

1 and my soul
||

to range
||

in range of thee
||

And now, as in previous chapters, let us gather

together those re-adjustments which have been

imposed upon our poesial implement by testing

it on prosodic cruces. First, it is necessary to

modify Rule 6 by adding the words, "but may

be falling or arching." Next, a new sub-rule

must be introduced among those that have to
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do with Undulant Rhythm:—"Ekperiodic un-

stressed syllables may occur at any of the sectional

pauses. They may be called the upcurl or down-

curl of a wave." Then, in Sub-rule (/), after

the words, "in duple periods," should be added

the words, "and quadruples in triple periods."

Again, Sub-rule (e) should now read as follows:

—"The number of pauses in a line may be more,

or less, than the norm. Thus, even single-section

lines may occur." Next, in Rule 5, the middle

sentence (introduced on page 86), must now

become, "These are indicated by the word-

stresses, but in quantitative verse by the syllabic

weights." Lastly, this additional rule is suggested

by the prosodic audacities of Walt Whitman and

Mr Robert Bridges:—"By subtraction, or sub-

stitution, or recombination, of rhythms and their

punctuators, new poesial effects may be gained."

For, in sober truth, recognition of such new

poesial departures begets a hope that far more

still may be possible. Indeed, from this point

of view, my sketch of the Science of English

Poesy may be useful not only to those unknow-

ledged verse-lovers for whom it was designed, but
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also to the coming breed of craftful English poets.

For, in the first place, it may enable younger

singers to grasp firmly, and use effectively, those

creative tools which bygone singers have groped-

after blindly, and, so often, plied but falteringly.

Let no one here object that science mars a poet.

It is true, no doubt, that poets must be born not

made. But to be born is not enough. A poet

must learn to speak, to write, to grammatize,

before he can impart his emotion ; he must learn

a lot about the universe before he can have

anything of emotional worth to impart ; and he

must learn some sort of prosodical technique from

his forerunners before he can impart that worthful

emotion beautifully. Let him, then, acquire the

most perfected technique, the most adequate

poetic foot-rule, that exists; not that it may

constrain him ever, but that, in all his hours of

genial uprush, he may make use of it as uncon-

sciously, as masterfully, as he now makes use of

words and scripts and grammared laws. Of a

truth, that poesial science need be no bar to

poetical excellence, we know well from the records

of Tennyson, Milton, and Dante.
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Then, in the second place, a clearer knowledge

of the rhythmic laws which govern all our poesy-

should enable future singers to develop yet more

gloriously our glorious English verse. Analysis

of a master-work will isolate its essential elements;

synthesis of these will indicate the secrets of

technique ; comparison of effect with effect will

teach what wonders have been achieved, and will

suggest unendingly how, by substitution, sub-

traction, re-combination, new, unthought-of charms

may be devised. For English poesy is no dead

thing. It has always been a growth, a lovely

growth ; it is, by grace of Heaven, growing quick

to-day ; let all who love it strive that in the future

it may grow more strongly, and more beautifully

still.
'
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AFTERWORDS

Aeroplanic Views

Our Induction must now close. True, it is not

complete ; it is merely, to use another sense of the

word, an Introduction to the science and art of

English Poesy. But one may warrantably claim

that it has drawn even more than three souls out

of the great master-weaver. And with confidence

one may further claim that nothing is here drawn-

out which had not long ago been woven, con-

sciously or unconsciously, into the lovely loomwork.

Every definition, every axiom, every rule or sub-rule,

has been inferred strictly from the facts before us.

Yet, though such an inductive plan of procedure

is the only sure foundation for a science, it has one

manifest drawback : some haziness is apt to cloud

a student as he meets with so many successive ad-

justments and modifications of the poesial imple-

110
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ment. To clear away that haziness it seems desir-

able to reprint our conclusions as they finally stand.

And, to begin with, three definitions seem

necessary :

—

i. Poetry is that which transmits emotion

beautifully by means of rhythms and words.

2. Poesy is the poet's craft of making.

3. Verse is that form of poetry in which a

periodic rhythm is paramount.

Next, three axioms ought to be laid down :

—

1. For Poetry no vehicle but voice can be

acknowledged.

2. In Poesy the ear is lord.

3. English Poesy must evermore evolve.

Then the rules must be recapitulated ; but,

as the thirteenth and fourteenth may now be

amalgamated with the eighth, the new rule

arrived at in the last chapter becomes Rule 13.

These rules, then, in their corrected form, are

as follows :

—

1. Architectonic Rhythm.—Each poem has

a building-plan which, by means of ordered recur-

rences, blends the various parts into one symmetric

whole.
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2. Phrasal Rhythm.—Each poem consists of

successive jets of emotion. These are largely

manifested by recurring loudness or softness of

tone ; by recurring fastness or slowness of pace

;

by recurring highness or lowness of pitch

;

by recurring modulations of timbre ; and by

recurring conventions of expression. For all of

these the time-honoured musical symbols are

available.

3. Lineal Rhythm.—Each poem consists of

lines whose measure is fixed by the number of

understood periods.

4. Sectional Rhythm.—Each line is divisible

by one or more pauses (grammatical, or emphatical,

or vocal) into two or more sections. A section may

contain from one to five syllables. The number of

sections in a line is one less than the number of

periods.

5. Periodic Rhythm.—Each line contains a

definite number of equally-durationed periods.

These are indicated by the word-stresses ; but in

quantitative verse, by the syllabic weights. An
unstressed syllable cannot constitute a period.

6. Undulant Rhythm.—Each period has its
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unstressed and stressed syllables arranged so as to

form a wave-movement which is usually rising in

type, but may be falling or arching.

7. Numeral Rhythm.—Each period may con-

tain from one to four syllables, the number in

each case being conditioned by syllabic weight

;

and the predominating number denotes the numeral

rhythm of the line.

8. Phonal Rhythm.—Each syllable consists of

a sound, or of several blended sounds, any one of

which may be made to recur more or less frequently

in adjacent syllables. Recurrence of consonants is

more pleasing than recurrence of vowels, as the

former lessens vocal effort and the latter augments it.

Sounds differ in expressive result according to the

amount of effort required for their pronunciation.

Consonantal smoothness lightens, consonantal

roughness weightens, a syllable.

9. Rhythmic Variation.—Excellence in verse

is gained by perpetual slight departures from

understood norms.

Sub-rules :

—

1. Architectonic.— (a) The building-plan may

have an admixture of asymmetry.

H
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2. Phrasal.— (b) Variations in tone, pace, pitch,

timbre, and expressional convention, may occur as

freely as the felt emotion prompts.

3. Lineal. — (c) End-break may be weakened

or absent.

(d) The number of syllables in a

line may be slightly more, or vastly less, than the

norm.

4. Sectional.—(i) The number of pauses in a

line may be more, or less, than the norm. Thus

even single-section lines may occur.

(/) The pause-distribution should

vary in each line.

(g) The sections in each line, and

in contiguous lines, should vary as regards length,

and as regards position of the contained stress.

5. Periodic variations do not exist.

6. Undulant.—(h) Reversal of the prevalent

wave-movement has its uses.

(/) Ekperiodic unstressed syllables

may occur at any of the sectional pauses. They

may be called the upcurl or the downcurl of a wave.

(J) Consecutive stresses are ad-

missible.
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(k) Compensation for consecutive

stresses may be given by precedent low-stressed

syllables.

(/) Omitted stress is legitimate in

any period of a line.

7. Numeral.—(pi) Triples are admissible in duple

periods, and quadruples in triple periods. In any

period, syllables may be wholly or partly replaced

by silences.

(n) Syllabic weight should vary

in contiguous periods.

8. Phonal.—(0) Imperfect rimes may be used for

variance or expression.

(p) Rime-words should be diversified

as to number of syllables.

10. Interplay.—Coincidence of one rhythm

with another creates monotony.

1 1

.

The clash of rhythm with rhythm, even the

clash of a rhythm with some suggested variety of

the same rhythm, is pleasing.

12. Movement and Mood.—Movement and

mood, in verse, depend on various rhythmical fac-

tors. Thus, a line is quickened and brightened by

reversals of rising rhythm, by real or suggested
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triples in the course of duple rhythm, by omission

of stresses, and by preponderance of light syllables

in a period. Conversely, a line is retarded and

clouded by reversals of falling rhythm, by the

substitution of duples in triple rhythm or unals in

duple rhythm, by consecutive stresses, and by

preponderance of heavy syllables in a period.

13. Evolution.—By subtraction, or substitu-

tion, or re-combination, of rhythms and their

punctuators, new poesial effects may be gained.

So stands now the poesial foot-rule. It is a

solid and a serviceable implement ; not much

wanted, perhaps, at present; but ready for the

day when every man shall be his own artist. Yet

the luminous principle of " rhythm within rhythm "

has done more than light us to the construction

of this practical tool : it has illumined, as well,

the whole realm of English prosody. And, in

closing, an aeroplanic view of this realm may

profitably be taken. Here it is :

—

ASPECTS OF POETRY

I. Aesthetic.

1. Syllabic melody.
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2. Word pictures.

3. Suggestion of the Infinite.

II. Intellectual.

1. Meaning.

a Particular, e.g., story, moral, etc.

b Universal.

2. Architectonics. Architectonic rhythm.

3. Technique.

a Diction.

(1) Plain statement.

(2) Added human interest.

a. Chosen wording.

b. Grammatical licences.

c. Figures of speech.

b Rhetoric.

(1) Phrasal rhythm.

(2) Sectional rhythm.

c Verse Form.

(1) Periodic rhythm.

(2) Lineal rhythm.

(3) Undulant rhythm.

(4) Numeral rhythm.

(5) Phonal rhythm.
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POETIC RHYTHMS.

I. Architectonic Rhythm.

I. Punctuators.

a Riming scheme.

b Refrain.

c Reversal.

d Metrical correspondence.

e Subject-matter.

(i) Lyric, e.g., song, hymn, ode,

etc.

(2) Reflective, ^.g., elegy, epigram,

satire, etc.

(3) Narrative, e.g., tale, romance,

epic, etc.

(4) Dramatic, e.g., comedy,

tragedy, opera, etc.

1. Forms.

a Continuous, e.g., riding-rime, blank

verse, terza rima, etc.

b Staval, e.g., couplet, triplet, qua-

train, etc.
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c Fixed, e.g., sonnet, rondel, triolet,

etc.

d Divisional, e.g., canto, act, duan,

etc.

II. Phrasal Rhythm.

1. Punctuator. Ideational rift, ||.

2. Modes.

a Progression. Swells, -== and =»- .

b Emphasis. Sentence-stress.

c Pace. Largo, adagio, andante, alle-

gro, presto.

d Pitch. Low-, medium-, high-pitched

tones.

e Timbre.

f Conventions of expression.

III. Lineal Rhythm.

1. Punctuators.

a End-pause.

b Rime.

c Conventions of printing.

2. Denoters.

a Number of periods. One-, two-,

three-measured lines, etc.
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b Number of syllables. Mono-, di-,

tri-syllabic lines, etc.

c Number of sections. One-, two-,

three-sectioned lines, etc.

d Relative length. Equal and unequal

lines.

e Terminations.

(i) Rimed and unrimed lines.

(2) Stopped, half-stopped, and run-

on lines.

(3) Strong-ending, weak-ending,

and down-curling lines.

f Parallelism or antithesis of thought.

Hebrew lines.

IV. Sectional Rhythm.

1. Punctuator. Pauses.

a Breaks, :, mid and end.

b Half-breaks, ', intermediate and

terminal.

2. Content. Sections.

One-, two-, three-, four-, five-

syllabled.
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V. Periodic Rhythm.

Periods 1 11 11 1 etc.

1. Punctuators.

a Word-stress (stressed verse).

B Syllabic weight (quantitative verse).

c Ideational rift (Whitman chant).

2. Content.

a Syllables, s.

b Silences, m.

c Both s and m.

VI. Undulant Rhythm.

1. Punctuator. Position of word-stress.

2. Content.

a Word-stresses.

(1) High-stress, v.

(2) Low-stress, x.

(3) Unstress, o.

b Waves.

(1) Rising e.g., ov, oxv, oxov.

(2) Falling, e.g., vo, vxo, voxo.

(3) Arching, e.g., xvo, ovox.
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c Irregularities.

(i) Reversal, e.g., vo ov ov ov.

(2) Omitted stress, e.g., 00, 000.

(3) Consecutive stresses, e.g.,

VV, XV.

(4) Compensation, e.g., 00, vv.

(5) Upcurl and downcurl, e.g.,

s • s s I s s, and s s I s s I s.

VII. Numeral Rhythm.

1. Punctuators.

a Word-stress.

b Syllabic weights.

(1) Heavies, —

.

(2) Lights, u.

(3) Silences, m.

2. Content. Unals (s), duples (s s), triples

(s s s), quadruples (s s s s).

3. Irregularities.

a Expansions, e.g., two lights in place

of a heavy, -
.
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b Compressions, e.g., a heavy in place

of two lights, °_u .

c Substitutions, e.g., a triple in place

of a duple, JJ7_ .

d Mutisms, e.g., sm, ssm.

VIII. Phonal Rhythm.

1. Punctuator. Recurrent sound-effects.

a Unlike.

b Like.

(1) Vowels. Assonance.

(2) Consonants. Alliteration,

initial and lurking.

(3) Both.

a Echoes.

b Rimes.

1. Single-, double-, triple-

syllabled.

2. Perfect, faulty, bad.

3. Consecutive, alternate,

interwoven.
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2. Modes.

a Imitative sound-effects.

B Harmonic sound-effects,

c Colorific sound-effects.

d Associational sound-effects.

Now, just as the rules give the rudiments of an

Art of English Poesy, so does the foregoing

scheme give the rudiments of a Science of English

Poesy. It is claimed that the whole of English

prosody fits into it. A volume, and a large volume,

would be required for its full working-out. Yet

for the lover of verse, and for the poet, this mere

sketch may suffice. Delight and mastery will

guerdon those who care to use it.

And these users may not be few. For, as has

been hinted already, the time is coming when

juster social conditions will give leisure and energy

to every man and woman for the cultivation of

some art ; when all will realize that Art, no less

than Religion, is an avenue to cosmic bliss ; when

every human being will, as a matter of course,

cultivate to his utmost whatever form of rhythmic

emotional expression he may find most apt. And,
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more often than rhythms of tint or tone or curve

or mass, must the rhythm of words come easily to

men. Therefore, when all men are artists, the

majority of men will be poets. Thus, and certainly,

English being one of the most predominating

tongues in all the world, there is a great future

for the Science and Art of English Poesy.





GLOSSARIAL INDEX OF TECHNICAL
TERMS

Adagio. Leisurely. The second of the five grades of musical

pace. Page 19.

Allegro. Sprightly. The fourth of the five grades of musical

pace. Page 19.

Alliteration. Recurrence of identical consonant sounds. Page 29.

Andante. Moving moderately. The third of the five grades of

musical pace. Page 79.

Antithesis. A setting over against : a contrast. Page 13.

Arching wave-movement. In this the word-stress occurs about

the middle of the period (s s s). Page 91.

Architectonic. Having to do with the building-plan. Page 16.

Assonance. Recurrence of identical vowel-sounds. Page 28.

Breaks. The longer pauses between sections (
:
) . Page 2 1

.

Compensatory stressing. Two lower-stressed syllables placed

before two higher-stressed ones (oovv). Page 43.

Compression. Replacement of two or more light syllables by a

heavy syllable (-i^)» Page 123.

Consecutive stressing. Word- stress on contiguous syllables

(vv, xv ). Page 42.

Consonance. An accord of the vowel and terminal consonants

in two separate syllables. Page 29.

Couplet. Two consecutive lines bound together. Page 16.

Crescendo. An increasing loudness (—=^m) • Page 19.
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Dental. A sound formed while the tongue touches the upper

teeth or gum (t, d, th). Page 53.

Diminuendo. A decreasing loudness (~im==— ). Page 19.

Doivncurf. One or more unstressed, ekperiodic syllables at the

end of a section (ov ov ov o). Page 93.

Duple. Twofold (ss, ss). Page 26.

Echo* A sound-group which reminds one of a preceding sound-

group. Page 123.

Ekperiodic. Outside the periods which constitute a measure

(upcurl and downcurl). Page 107.

Ellipsis. A leaving-out of words. Page 13.

Emphasis. That variable force which is given to certain words

in a sentence to make the meaning clear (sentence-stress).

Page 119.

End-break. A long pause at the end of a line (
:
) . Page 2 1

.

Expansion. Replacement of a heavy syllable by two or more

light syllables (-3-r). Page 122.

Falling wave-movement. In this the word-stress occurs at the

beginning of the period (vo, voo). Page 42.

Gutturals. Sounds formed while the root of the tongue touches

the soft palate (k, hard c, ch, g, gh). Page 53.

Half-break. The shorter pause between sections (•). Page 22.

Half-stopped line. A line which ends at a half-break. Page 70.

Heavy. A syllable containing either a long vowel, or con-

sonantal overcrowding, or both (— ). Page 26.

High stress. The strongest stress laid on a syllable in ordinary

speech (v). Page 43
Hyperbole. Words thrown beyond the fact : an exaggeration.

Page 13.
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Idea-rift. The gap between one effort of the mind and its

successor (||). Page 19.

Inversion. A change in the customary order of words. Page 13.

Isochronous intervals. A recurrence of imagined same-lengthed

times, or periods (uj t_j). Page 24.

Labial. A sound formed while the lower lip touches the upper

lip or upper teeth (p, f, ph, b, v). Page 53.

Largo. Slowly. The first of the five grades of musical pace.

Page 79.

Light. A syllable which contains neither a long vowel nor

consonantal overcrowding (u). Page 27.

Line. The syllables, or syllables and silences, that fill a given

number of contiguous periods. Page 21.

Liquid. A sound which is formed while lip and lip, or

tongue and palate, are lightly in contact; and which

blends easily with other consonantal sounds (1, m, n, r).

Pages 27, 59.

Low stress. The medium stress laid on syllables in ordinary

speech (x). Page 43.

Measure. The number of periods in a line. Page 31.

Metaphor. A carrying-over. An indication of the qualities of

an object by the use of a term, or terms, representing the

qualities of another object. Page 1 4.

Metrical correspondence. Rhythm-similarity between one part

of a poem and another. Page 118.

Metrical stress. The time-beating stress that is present, or

imagined, in each period (v). Page 43.

Mid-break. The long pause about the middle of a line (:).

Page 21.

Mute. A sound formed by firm contact of lip or tongue with

the parts above. (Comprises labials, dentals, and gutturals :

which see.) Page 27.

I
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Mutism. Replacement of a syllable by a muted fraction of a

].eriod (•). Pages 123, 8.1.

Narrowed vowel-sound. A vowel-sound formed while tongue and

palate, or lip and lip, are approximated (ee, 00). Page 53.

Numeral. Having to do with the number of syllables in a

period (duple, triple, quadruple). Page 26.

Omitted stress. The lack, in a period, of syllables that are low-

stressed or high-stressed (00, 000). Page 43.

Palatal. A Found formed with the aid of the hard palate.

Page 53.

Parallelism. One thought differently restated in consecutive lines.

Page 120.

Pauses. Rifts between groups of continuously-spoken sounds

(:,.). Page 21.

Periods. Imagined, same-lengthed times (1—J t—'}• Page 24.

Personification. Talking about lifeless things as if they had life.

Page 13.

Phonal. Having to do with sound. Page 28.

Phrase. A word, or words, expressing one mental effort.

Page 18.

Poesy. The poet's skill or craft of making. The science and

the art of poetry. Page 8.

Poetry. That which conveys information and a pleasurable

emotional thrill by means of a patterned form of words.

Pages 7, in.

Presto. Very quickly. The fifth of the five grades of musical

pace. Page 79.

Prosody. The science of verse-making. Page 2.

Pulse. A sound wave. Page 26.

Punctuator. That which marks off one unit of a rhythmic

sequence from its fellows (pause, rime, idea-rift, word-

stress, etc.). Pages 17, 19, 21, 24, 26, 28, 30, etc.
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Pure vowel. A vowel sound not followed by a consonant in

the same word. Page 27.

Quadruple. Fourfold (ssss, ssss). Page 94.

Quatrain. A stave of four lines. Page 16.

Refrain. A phrase, or stave, repeated at the end of each

division of a poem . Page 7 7

.

Reversal. A change in the prevalent wave-movement to its

opposite. Page 42.

Rhythm. A more or less regular recurrence. Page 1 5.

Rime. The like sounding of two or more word-endings.

Page 17.

Rising wave-movement. In this the word-stress occurs at the

end of the period (ov, oov). Page 26.

Run-on line. A line which does not end at an idea-rift.

Pages 20, 37.

Section. A group of continuously-spoken sounds. Page 22.

Sectional number. The number of syllables in a section.

Page 39.

Sibilant. A hissing sound formed while the tongue is partially

applied to the palate (s, sh, x, z). Page 59.

Silence. That portion of a period which is devoid of syllables.

A muted fraction of a period (m). Page 24.

Sixain. A stave of six lines. Page 68.

Sonnet. A fourteen-lined, five-measured poem with a fixed

riming scheme. Page 16.

Stave. A recurring pattern of line-groups. Page 68.

Stopped line. A line which ends at a break. Page 37.

Stress. That variable force which is given to, or imagined on,

spoken syllables (v, x, o). Page 25.

Strong-ending line. A line ending with a high-stressed syllable.

Page 120.
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Substitution. Occasional replacement of the normal numeral

rhythm by another ($*£). Page 45.

Syllable. A block of taken-together sounds. It constitutes a

word, or a separable part of a word (s). Page 21.

Synecdoche. The use of a part to express the whole. Page 1 4.

Synthesis. A putting-together. Page 58.

Swell. A symbol denoting increase (—==)> or decrease (=^)
of loudness. Page 19.

Tailer. An odd line in a stave, or portion of a stave. Page 69.

Tercet. A three-lined portion of a stave. Page 68.

Timbre. Quality of tone. Page 36.

Trill. A sound formed by vibration of the tongue against the

palate (1, r). Page 53.

Triple. Threefold (sss, sss). Page 46.

Unal. Onefold: single (s). Page 95.

UndulanU Wave-like. Undulant rhythm is the wave-like

movement given to spoken sounds by the periodic recurrence

of word stress. Page 26.

Unstress. The weakest stress laid on a syllable in ordinary

speech (o). Page 25.

Upcurl. One or more unstressed, ekperiodic syllables at the

beginning of a section (00 | voo, voo, etc.). Page 93.

Verse. That form of poetry in which periodic rhythm is

paramount. Page 24.

Vonvel diversity. Consecutive variation of vowel-sounds.

Page 28.

Weak-ending line. A line ending with a low-stressed syllable.

Page 120.

Weight. The heaviness, or lightness, of a syllable. It is

measured by the time occupied in pronunciation. Page 26.

Word-stress. That variable force which is given to syllables

in ordinary speech (v, x, o). Page 25.



A SHAKSPERE LYRIC

i. Blow, blow, thou winter wind,

2. Thou art not so unkind

3. As man's ingratitude ;

4. Thy tooth is not so keen,

5. Because thou art not seen,

6. Although thy breath be rude.

1. Heigh, ho ! sing, heigh, ho ! unto the green holly

2. Most friendship is feigning, most loving mere folly.

3. Then, heigh, ho! the holly!

4. This life is most jolly.

7. Freeze, freeze, thou bitter sky,

8. Thou dost not bite so nigh

9. As benefits forgot

;

10. Though thou the waters warp,

1 1

.

Thy sting is not so sharp

12. As friend remembered not.

1

.

Heigh, ho ! sing, heigh, ho ! unto the green holly

2. Most friendship is feigning, most loving mere folly.

3. Then, heigh, ho ! the holly !

4. This life is most jolly.

133
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